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Preface
Before the actual contents of this thesis are presented, a few words are used to
comment on the context of this work, the papers which are contained in this thesis,
the thesis itself, and its author.
Most generally, this thesis provides a survey of a subset of Helwig Hauser’s
research work in the years 1999–2003. After finishing his PhD project on the
visulization of dynamical systems (field of flow visualization) in 1998 [80], Helwig
Hauser pursued the idea of generalizing focus+context visualization (abbreviated
“F+C visualization”) in the scope of several projects.
Previously, F+C visualization only has been know in the field of information
visualization, and there only in the form of space distortion techniques: comparably large portions of the visualization space are used to visualize certain detailed
data parts “in focus” whereas the rest of the data is visually represented “as context” in reduced style (see section 1.2 for more details). Not at the least through
the work of Helwig Hauser, F+C visualization now is a more general approach,
also including the focus–context discrimination by other visual means, e.g., color,
opacity, or style (chapter 1 gives an overview of this generalization). Additionally,
F+C visualization now also is used in scientific visualization, e.g., volume visualization and flow visualization, which also can be backtracked to the some work
which is presented in the following. This thesis now contains the most important
papers with respect to this work.
Chapter 2 describes two-level volume rendering (2lVR), which is a new technique for the visualization of segmented volume data, also enabling focus+context
visualization through the selective use of color, opacity, and style. Chapter 2 equals
a paper which has been published in the journal “IEEE Transactions on Visualization and Computer Graphics” in 2001 [41]. Before, in 2000, Helwig Hauser presented 2lVR at the IEEE Visualization Conference in Salt Lake City, Utah [40].
After the conference this work was selected as an especially interesting contribution which then resulted in an extended version of the paper, published in the
journal [41]. Since 2000, several other works by Helwig Hauser as well as by others were based on this paper, e.g., a GPU-based high-quality version of 2lVR with
an enriched spectrum of available rendering styles [35] (not in this thesis).
Chapter 3 describes contour rendering for volume data as an alternative rendering style for volume visualization which proofed to be especially useful for context
rendering in 3D F+C visualization. Chapter 3 equals a paper which has been published in the Proceedings of E UROGRAPHICS 2001 [17]. Contour rendering for
volume data has been successfully integrated within two-level volume rendering
and is since then a standard option for rendering of volumetric data.
Chapter 4 describes focus+context visualization of data from 3D flow simulation, demonstrating how interactive feature specification can be combined with
3D F+C visualization on the basis of volume rendering (2lVR). Chapter 4 equals
i

a paper which has been published in the Proceedings of the 8th Fall Workshop on
Vision, Modeling, and Visualization (VMV) 2003 [39]. This paper is also based
on previous work on the F+C visualization of simulation data by Helwig Hauser
and others [19, 20], not included as full text within this thesis.
Chapter 5 describes angular brushing as a new technique for focus specification with respect to relational data properties when visualized with parallel coordinates. Chapter 5 equals a paper which has been accepted for publication in the
Proceedings of the IEEE Symposium on Information Visualization (InfoVis) 2002
in Boston, Massachusetts [37]. The paper version “accepted for publication” is
included in this thesis (instead of the ultimately published one [38]), because significant shortening was necessary to gain the finally published version due to page
limitations in the proceedings. Accordingly, there is more information in the original (reviewed and accepted) version of this paper.
Chapter 6 describes semantic depth of field as a new technique for visually
discriminating between focus and context by using a selectively sharp vs. blurred
display. Chapter 6 equals a paper which as been published in the Proceedings of
the IEEE Symposium on Information Visualization (InfoVis) 2001 in San Diego,
California [64]. Later an extended version of this paper has been published in the
journal IEEE Computer Graphics and Applications in 2002 [65] (not included in
this thesis). In a user study, it was also proven that SDOF indeed can serve as a
useful means to realize F+C visualization [66] (full text not in this thesis).
Chapter 7 describes F+C visualization of process data based on the traditional
approach of space distortion. Chapter 7 equals a paper which has been accepted
for publication in the Proceedings of the IEEE Symposium on Information Visualization (InfoVis) 2002 in Boston, Massachusetts [87]. Again, the paper version
“accepted for publication” is presented (similar case as with the angular brushing
paper, see above) instead of the much shorter, ultimately published article [88].
The generalization of focus+context visualization itself, i.e., the embracing description of the general idea behind all the here presented work, is presented in the
first chapter (chapter 1). It serves as a survey of all the related work, brings the
other chapters of this thesis in a relation to each other, addresses general aspects of
generalized focus+context visualization, and thereby very well acts as an introduction to and overview of all this work. Chapter 1 is the paper accompanying an oral
contribution of Helwig Hauser to the Dagstuhl Seminar on Scienitific Visualization
in 2003 (exactly about the content of this thesis). High-quality images and further
information can be acquired through the World Wide Web and the following URLs:
Two-Level Volume Rendering and Contour Rendering:
http://www.VRVis.at/vis/research/two-level/
http://www.VRVis.at/vis/research/npvr/
http://www.VRVis.at/vis/research/voxelstube/
http://www.VRVis.at/vis/research/rtvr/
http://www.VRVis.at/vis/research/compression/
http://www.VRVis.at/vis/resources/diss-LM/
ii

F+C Visualization of Simulation Data:
http://www.VRVis.at/vis/research/volflowvis/
http://www.VRVis.at/vis/research/fdl-vis/
http://www.VRVis.at/vis/research/smooth-brush/
http://www.VRVis.at/vis/research/simvis-time/
http://www.VRVis.at/vis/research/diesel-case/
http://www.VRVis.at/vis/resources/DA-MMlejnek/
Angular Brushing
http://www.VRVis.at/vis/research/ang-brush/
Semantic Depth of Field:
http://www.VRVis.at/vis/research/sdof/
http://www.VRVis.at/vis/resources/diss-RK/
Process Visualization:
http://www.VRVis.at/vis/research/proc-lod/
General Information:
http://www.VRVis.at/vis/research/
http://www.VRVis.at/vis/
http://www.VRVis.at/
Concerning the type-setting of this thesis it is stated that all papers as described
above have been included as they were published (or accepted for publication).
Only the type-setting (number of columns, letter face and size, page margins, size
of images, etc.) has been unified to the style of this thesis. It is especially noted
that, accordingly, no changes to the text of the papers have been made with the
exception that all bibliographies have been joined and placed altogether at the end
of this thesis.
Finally, some concluding remarks are made on the authorship of all the papers
included within this thesis. Up to the end of 2003, Helwig Hauser lists more than
50 reviewed or invited papers in his publication list (http://www.VRVis.at/
vis/staff/hauser/publs.html), none of them is a single-author paper
solely by Helwig Hauser (chapter 1 of this thesis will be the first one). The main
reason is that Helwig Hauser usually works in collaborative research projects, especially also in conjunction with students (undergraduate as well as graduate, see also
Helwig Hauser’s Curriculum Vitae at http://www.VRVis.at/vis/staff/
hauser/cv.html). With respect to the papers included in this thesis, it can be
stated that Helwig Hauser either contributed significantly or, moreover, even took
the lead in the related projects.
Helwig Hauser, December 22, 2003.
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Chapter 1

Generalizing
Focus+Context Visualization

In December 2003, the contents of this chapter have been submitted for publication
in the Proceedings of the Dagstuhl 2003 Seminar on Scientific Visualization (paper
“Generalizing Focus+Context Visualization” by Helwig Hauser).
This paper serves both as an introduction to this thesis as also a survey about
all the works that are presented in this thesis. It presents a general idea behind all
the papers, which afterwards are included within this thesis. It also is the most

1

recent work, put into text in December 2003 as a contribution to the Proceedings
of the Dagstuhl 2003 Seminar on Scientific Visualization (June 1–6, 2003) where
the contents of this chapter also have been presented by Helwig Hauser (on June 3,
2003). Related papers (co-authored by Helwig Hauser) are:
Two-Level Volume Rendering [41], contained in this thesis as chapter 2,
and Two-Level Volume Rendering - Fusing MIP and DVR [40], an earlier
version of this paper
Fast Visualization of Object Contours by Non-Photorealistic Volume
Rendering [17], contained in this thesis as chapter 3
Interactive Volume Visualization of Complex Flow Semantics [39], contained in this thesis as chapter 4, Smooth Brushing for Focus+Context Visualization of Simulation Data in 3D [20], a tightly related paper, and Interactive Feature Specification for Focus+Context Visualization of Complex Simulation Data [19], also a related paper
Angular Brushing for Extended Parallel Coordinates [37], contained in
this thesis as chapter 5, later published in a shortened version [38]
Semantic Depth of Field [64], contained in this thesis as chapter 6, and
Focus + Context Taken Literally [65], an extended version of this paper
Process Visualization with Levels of Detail [87], contained in this thesis as
chapter 7, later published in a shortened version [88]

2

Generalizing
Focus+Context Visualization
Helwig Hauser

Abstract
Focus+context visualization is well-known from information visualization: certain
data subsets of special interest are shown in more detail (locally enlarged) whereas
all the rest of the data is provided as context (in reduced space) to support user
orientation and navigation in the visualization. The key point of this work now is
a generalized definition of focus+context visualization which extends its applicability also to scientific visualization. We show how different graphics resources
such as space, opacity, color, etc., can be used to visually discriminate between
data subsets in focus and their respective context. To furthermore demonstrate its
general use, we discuss several quite different examples of focus+context visualization with respect to our generalized definition (all of which we have published
separately in more detail). Finally, we also discuss the very important interaction
aspect of focus+context visualization.

1.1

Introduction

For a long time already, modern society is greatly influenced by computers.
Mainly, computers are used to process data of various kind. Additionally, computers are also used to support the acquisition of data, for example, through measurements or computational simulation. Due to a steadily increasing performance
of computers (Moore’s law), year by year more data is processed. Since users do
not extend their capabilities in data-processing at a comparable rate, there is an increasing need for efficient tools to support the processing of large amounts of data.
One very useful opportunity for accessing large amounts of data is visualization. Data is communicated to the user in a visual form to ease processing. Instead
of dealing with loads of numbers, the user accesses the data through pictures and
a graphical user interface. This approach is especially useful when the data has at
least some spatial form inherently associated with it. In many scientific applications, for example, data is tightly related to concrete parts of our real world, e.g.,
a 3D computer tomography scan of a human body in a medical application or the
3D simulation of air flow around the computer model of a new aircraft.
The main advantage of visualization is that it uses the great bandwidth that is
offered by the human visual system for visualization. However, also for visual3
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ization the amount of data to be shown simultaneously is limited. For very large
data sets, details cannot be shown for all of the data at the same time. In this case,
the user usually is offered the opportunity to either get an overview of the data (no
details), or zoom into specific parts of the data and get all of the deatils there.
While scientific visualization (SciVis, the visualization of scientific, i.e., inherently spatial data) has been reseinformation visualization) such as bank account
data or census data has become popular.arched for dozens of years already, more
recently also the visualization of non-scientific, abstract data (InfoVis, information
visualization) such as bank account data or census data has become popular. In InfoVis, an additional step is required in the visualization process, i.e., the mapping
of non-spatial data to a visual form. As the user has to learn this additional mapping to effectively use the visualization (and to successfully build up a mental map
of the data–form relation), more care is required to support the user with orientation in the visualization. Careless zooming across multiple levels of details easily
can cause an effect like being lost in too many details. Thus, advanced solutions
have been developed in this field to supply users with both overview and details of
the data.

1.2

Focus+Context Visualization

In information visualization, an approach called focus+context visualization
(F+C visualization) has been developed which realizes the combination of both the
general overview and a detailed depiction within one view of the data at the same
time. Traditionally, focus+context visualization refers to an uneven distortion of
visualization space such that relatively more space is opened for a certain subset of
the data (data in focus). At the same time the rest of the visualization is compressed
to still show the rest of the data as a context for improved user orientation.
The idea of using different magnification factors for different parts of the visualization (in one image) to display information in a F+C style already dates back to
the ’70s of the 20th century [25, 53]. Furnas’ work on the fisheye view [29] in 1981
often is accepted as the historical start into computer-based F+C visualization. In
this work, Furnas describes how information is selected for display in dependence
on an a-priori importance and the distance of each data item to the current focus of
the visualization. Also in the early 1980s, Spence and Apperley presented the bifocal display as a one-dimensional distortion technique [121] to provide a shrinked
context on both the left and the right side of an undistorted focal region in the
middle of the visualization.
During the 1980s, both approaches have been generalized and extended [30,
76]. In 1992, Sarkar and Brown presented the graphical fisheye view [113], based
on Furnas’ work, but more focusing on the graphical appearance of the F+C visualization (comparable to a real fisheye lens). One year later, Sarkar et al. discussed
two techniques (orthogonal and polygonal stretching) for F+C visualization based
4
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on the concept of a stretchable rubber sheet [115]. And already in 1994, Leung
and Apperley presented a review of distortion-oriented F+C visualization, including additional approaches such as the perspective wall [84] (see also later), and
providing a respective taxonomy [77]. They describe techniques of F+C visualization by the characteristics of the magnification function (being the derivative of the
tranformation function from the undistorted view to the F+C view). Doing so, two
classes of techniques are differentiated: approaches with a continuous magnification function (such as the graphical fisheye [113]) and others (such as the bifocal
display [121]). Amongst the latter, the authors differentiate between techniques
with piece-wise constant magnification factors (the bifocal display, for example)
and others (the perspective wall, for example).
The perspective wall [84], presented by Mackinlay et al. in 1991, is based on
the concept of “bending backwards” parts of the display on both the left and the
right side of the focus region in the center of the screen (similar to the bifocal display [121]). Perspective projection is used to achieve a variation in magnification
factors within this kind of F+C visualization. In 1993, this approach was extended
to the so-called document lens – also parts above and below the focal region are
used for context visualization.
In the domain of distortion techniques with continuous magnification functions, further extensions have been presented after the first half of the 1990s. In
1995, the three-dimensional pliable surface was presented by Sheelagh et al. [12],
also using perspective projection to achieve different magnification factors in different parts of the display. Gaussian profiles are used to generate magnification
(thus yielding continuous magnification) and multiple foci are possbile in one view.
In 1996, Keahey and Robertson presented non-linear magnification fields as a technique independent from perspective projection and with direct control over the
magnification function on every point of a grid over the display [57, 58]. The
transformation function is computed in an iterative process, locally optimizing on
the difference between the discrete derivative of the transformation field and the
input (magnification field).
In 1995, the mapping of hyperbolic space to the plane was used by Lamping
et al. [73, 72, 71] to achieve F+C visualization, enabling the visualization of infinite space on a limited screen space (at least in principle). In a similar fashion,
Kreuseler et al. used the mapping from spherical space to the plane for F+C visualization [68], allowing for movements of the focal center around the sphere.
The large amount of work on distortion techniques for F+C visualization documents the relevance of this approach, especially in the domain of information visualization. But instead of discussing more details about distortion techniques for
F+C visualization or other approaches in this field, we restrict this overview to the
above mentioned examples and proceed towards our generalization of F+C visualization. First, we briefly discuss how focus is separated from context, an inherently
necessary part of every focus+context visualization.
5
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1.3

Separating Focus from Context

When dealing with focus+context visualization, it is inherently necessary to have a
notion of which parts of the data are (at least currently) considered to be “in focus”
and what others are not (context part of the data). In the course
of this work, we use

a so-called degree-of-interest function (DOI function), doi , which describes for
every item of the data whether (or not) it belongs to the focus (similar to Furnas’
definition [29], but normalized to the unit interval):


doibin data  






if data   is part of the focus
if data   is part of the context

In many application scenarios a binary discrimination between focus and context
(as formulated above) is most appropriate, i.e., to assume a sharp boundary between the data items in focus and all the others. In many
other cases, however, it

is more appropriate to allow for a smooth change of doi -values between the data
items in focus and their context (resulting in a smooth degree of interest [20]). In
other words, the question of whether a data item belongs
to the focus (or not) also

can be answered by the use of a fuzzy attribute doi :


doi data  









doi







if data   is part of the focus
if data   is part of the smooth
boundary between focus and context
if data   is part of the context

(1.1)

Accordingly, a fractional value of doi
is interpreted as a percentage of being in

focus (or interest). A fractional doi -value can be the result of a multi-valued
definition with multiple (still discrete) levels of interest, a non-sharp definition of
what is interesting (e.g., through a definition which is based on continuous spatial
distances), or a probabilistic definition (e.g., through a definition incorporating a
certain amount of uncertainty).


Usually, the specification of the doi -function is tightly coupled with the user
interface. Different approaches are used to let the user specify which parts of the
data (currently) are of special interest (explicit vs. implicit specification, for example). In section 1.5 we discuss the interaction aspect of F+C visualization in more
detail.
In traditional
F+C
visualization (space-distortion techniques), the degree of


interest doi data   directly relates to
the local magnification used to depict a

data item data   1 : the larger the doi -value is, the more screen space is used for
visualization, at least locally.
1

this 1:1–relation only holds to a certain extent of accuracy – in general it is not possible to
translate every DOI/magnification function into a corresponding transformation function [77, 57].
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1.4

Generalized Focus–Context Discrimination

Although the vast majority of research work on F+C visualization has been devoted
to space-distortion techniques, the idea of visually discriminating those parts of the
data which currently are in focus from all the rest (context information) is more
general. In addition to using more space for showing the focus in more detail,
other visual dimensions can be used in a similar way. In volume rendering, for
example, typically more opacity is used for parts of the data in focus [78], whereas
a greater amount of transparency is used for context visualization. Additionally,
also color can be effectively used to visually discriminate between different parts
of the data. In a system called WEAVE [34], for example, those parts of the data
which positively respond to a certain user query (i.e., the current focus) are shown
in color, whereas the rest of the data (the context) is shown in gray-scale.
Similarly, other visual dimensions, such as image frequencies, rendering style,
etc., can be used for focus–context discrimination (see below for examples). We
therefore propose to generalized the definition of focus+context visualization in the
following way: focus+context visualization is the uneven use of graphics resources
(space, opacity, color, etc.) for visualization with the purpose of visually discriminating those parts of the data which are in focus from the respective context, i.e.,
the rest of the data. In table 1.1, we give several examples of F+C visualization
which are quite different from each other but which all match the above definition
and thereby demonstrate its general character. The examples differ from each other
with respect to which graphics resource is (unevenly) used to achieve F+C visualization. Below we discuss some of these examples in more detail (those marked
with an asterix in table 1.1). In table 1.2 we provide a side-by-side comparison of
five sample techniques (one sample image each) with pointers to other parts of this
document with more detail as well as other pieces of related literature.

1.4.1

More Opacity for Visualization in Focus

One alternative style of F+C visualization (alternative to space-distortion techniques) is identified in a domain where usually other objectives, slightly different from focus–context discrimination, actually do govern the development of new
techniques. In volume rendering,
all from the beginning on [78], a so-called opac
was used to deal with the fact that usually
not all of
ity transfer function (OTF) 

the 3D data can be shown simultaneously at full intensity. OTF 
is used to map
the data domain to the unit interval (1  opaque, 0  completely transparent).
Using an OTF, different values of opacity/transparency are assigned to different
parts of the data. This causes that some parts of the data become more prominently
visible in the rendered image while others are not (or only hardly) visible at all.
Originally, the use of an opacity transfer function never was argued with the
need to discriminate parts of the data “in focus” from their “context”. However,
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graphics
resource
space
opacity
color
frequency
style

approaches
more space (magnification) for
data in focus
focus rather opaque, context
rather transparent
colored focus in gray context
saturated/light colors for focus
sharp focus, blurred context
context in reduced style (NPR)

sample technique(s)
graphical fisheye view [113], . . .
F+C process visualization [88]*
direct volume rendering [78], . . .
RTVR [95]*
WEAVE [34], SimVis [20, 19]*
Geospace [82], RTVR [95]*
semantic depth of field [64, 65]*
two-level vol.-rend. [40, 41]*
NPR-contours [17]*

* . . . techniques which are described in more detail in section 1.4
Table 1.1: Realizing (generalized) F+C visualization by the uneven use of graphics
resources (space, opacity, color, etc.) to discriminate parts of the data in focus from
the rest (context) – more details in section 1.4.

sample
image
graphics
resource
section
chapter(s)
paper(s)

opacity

style

color

frequency

space

1.4.1
2, 4
[95]

1.4.2
2, 3, 4
[40, 41, 17]

1.4.3
4, 5
[20, 19]

1.4.4
6
[64, 65]

1.4.5
7
[88]

Table 1.2: Sample images of five different F+C visualization techniques (from left
to right): RTVR-based volume rendering, two-level volume rendering, F+C visualization of simulation data, semantic depth of field, F+C process visualization.
the goal to visually bring out certain parts of the data in the visualization while
reducing the visual appearance of all the rest very well matches the principal idea
of F+C visualization. On the basis of a degree-of-interest function, an OTF can be
specified by




 data  
doi data  


 !"

with
being the identity map (
), a simple windowing function (see


figure 1.1), or any other (potentially simple) monotonic map from 
 to 
.
When doi , for example,
is defined
on the basis of a scaled distance from a pre
#%$'&)(+*
465
-,/.10 data   ,32 iso 0
–, then one
defined iso-value – doi data  
of Levoy’s
OTF
(though
not
yet
dependent
on
the
data
gradients)
is
regenerated

with
being the identity map (or a simple window).
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α
1

a

doi

0
0

min

max

1

Figure 1.1: A simple “window” often is sufficient to map doi-values to  -values:
doi-values up to a certain minimum are mapped to a minimal value of opacity (of
ten ), whereas doi-values above a certain maximum are mapped to some maximal
opacity. In between, a linear map from doi-values to  -values is used.
From many years of work on the question of how to specify an optimal opac
ity transfer
function [36] we know that one simple data-dependent function doi

(or  ) often is not sufficient to optimally discriminate between focus and context
in a visualization of 3D data, e.g., 3D medical data or 3D data from computational
simulation. Instead, often sophisticated segmentation algorithms are used to do a
proper focus–context discrimination before the actual visualization.
The result of a

segmentation algorithm usually is an 7 -valued object map object , telling for each
and every data item data   which object it belongs to.
In two-level volume rendering (2lVR) [40, 41], such an object map is used

to improve the F+C visualization of 3D data: instead of directly deriving doi
from the data, the degree of interest is defined on the basis of object , i.e.,
for all the objects in the data (and not the singular data items) it is determined
how interesting they are. This is done, because in many applications the 3D
data anyhow is assumed to be composed of objects (in medical applications, for
example, a dataset usually is assumed to be composed of bones, tissue, etc.).
Therefore, the user automatically tends to formulate the focus–context discrimination in terms of the data objects (like “I’d like to see the bones and the
blood vessels in the context of the skin.”). For rendering, two values of
opac
ity are used in two-level8volume
rendering:
in addition to the object -based




(global) opacity  global
global doi object , which yields the overall opacity
for an object
(depending on its degree
of interest), a local (object-wise specified)



OTF  local data   object data   is used to individually steer the visual appearance of every object.
:9 



 local
For example, assuming
to be a relatively sharp Levoy-OTF (com
parably large . ) and global to be the identiy
map, object would be rendered like
 
an iso-surface with its importance doi
directly relating to its opacity. Through
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Figure 1.2: A segmented CT-dataset of a chest, visualized using two-level volume
rendering. Different values of overall opacity have been used for lung (completely
opaque), bones (semi-transparent), and skin (very transparent).
this separation of  global and  local the task of emphasizing certain parts of the data
(semantical question) is separated from the question of how to render the different parts of the data (syntactical question). Accordingly, the parameterization of
two-level volume rendering (adjustment of opacities) is much more intuitive (when
compared to using a standard OTF only) and thus it is possible to achieve better
results in shorter time. See figure 1.2 for a sample visualization of segmented 3D
chest data with the focus on the two lungs.
In addition to opacity variations, two-level volume rendering also offers alterative ways to achieve a visual focus–context discrimination, for example, by
varying the rendering style. But before we futhermore discuss 2lVR, another
example for opacity-based F+C visualization is briefly described, which comes
from the field of information visualization. Parallel coordinates [47, 49, 48] are a
well-established technique for the visualization of high-dimensional data. Every
10
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Figure 1.3: 9-dimensional data from computational flow simulation (5400 cells of
a T-junction), visualized with parallel coordinates.

Figure 1.4: DOI-based opacity used to visually separate some parts of the data “in
focus” (characterized through rather large values of “T.K.Energy”) from all the rest
(context).
7 -dimensional data item is plotted as a polyline across 7 parallel axes in screen
space such that a data item’s polyline intersects the axes exactly at those points
which relate to the data item’s 7 attributes (see figure 1.3 for a sample image).

When many data items are to be shown simultaneously (tens of thousands or
more), problems with overdraw easily occur: many pixels are covered by several
(or even many) polylines. The resulting effect is that the visualization looses effectivness due to visual clutter – a classical scenario where F+C visualization can
help. Using a DOI-based opacity to draw semi-transparent polylines over each
other [38], an improved display is gained which allows for interactive analysis of
the 7 -dimensional data (see figure 1.4). Note that the ability to interactively focus
in such a F+C application is essential here to effectively exploit the visual superiority of this kind of visualization.

1.4.2

Reduced Style for Context Visualization

Another option of visually distinguishing between objects in focus and their context is to use different rendering styles. In two-level volume rendering, for example, it is possible to use different rendering techniques for different objects in
the data. On the global level, the different representations of the data objects are
combined using standard compositing to achieve the final image. In addition to
standard volume rendering (  -compositing), shaded surface rendering, maximum
intensity projection (MIP), x-ray rendering, and non-photorealistic contour rendering can be used to depict an object. In table 1.3 some visualization properties are
listed for different rendering styles in 3D visualization. A good opacity control,
for example, favors the visualization as part of the context, because occlusion is
11
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rendering style
 -compositing
shaded surf. displ.
max. intensity proj.
x-ray rendering
contour rendering

visualization properties
conveys appearance of semi-transparent 3D medium (F),
opacity difficult to control
well conveys 3D form (F), good transparency control (C)
good for complex forms (F), limited 3D appearance, good
transparency control (C)
good for overview (C), complex opacity distribution
reduced appearance (C), little problems with occlusion
F . . . good for focus visualization, C . . . good for context visualization

Table 1.3: Visualization properties of different rendering styles for 3D visualization
together with a rough assessment of how they can be used for F+C visualization.
Depending on whether the focus is inside the context (or outside), or if the context is of complex shape (or a rather coherent object), different combinations of
rendering styles yield good results for F+C visualization (details in section 1.4.2).
easier controlled. The ability to visualize 3D form well, as another example, favors
the visualization of data parts in focus. In the following we discuss several useful
combinations of different rendering styles for F+C visualization.
Shaded surface display very well acts as visualization of objects in focus, especially if the object(s) in focus are inside the context and, consequently, an opaque
surface is used for visualization. This way, usually a strong and sharp appearance
of the objects in focus is possible with a good communication of 3D shape. For
context visualization, in such a case, the use of contour rendering and/or MIP is
very interesting. Contour rendering works fine, because of its reduced appearance
(lots of object parts are left away whereas only their contours are shown) and the
fact that usually the middle parts of the visualization (where the objects in focus
are shown) is rarly occluded (see figure 1.5, right image). Additionally, also MIP
usually is useful for context visualization because of its easy-to-control opacity –
only one data value per viewing ray is chosen for display, all object representatives
share the same opacity (see figure 1.5, left image).
In case of context which is inside the objects in focus, like the bones acting as
context to blood vessels (as the objects of interest in angiography), for example,
shaded surfaces again serve a good job of focus visualization. The surfaces, however, need to be rendered semi-transparently (at least to some extent) to allow the
user to peer inside and get visual access to the otherwise occluded context. MIP
again is useful for the depiction of the context objects (good transparency control) –
see figure 1.6 (left image) for a sample rendering of such a situation. Similarily,
an x-ray simulation sometimes is useful for context visualization within objects of
interest (see figure 1.6, right image, for an example).
In addition to context rendering, MIP also is useful for depicting objects in focus, especially is they are of complex shape (like an entire system of blood vessels
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Figure 1.5: MIP is useful for context visualization (skin on left side) because of
its easy-to-trim opacity. Contour rendering works very well for context visualization (skin on the right) because of its reduced appearance (little problems with
occlusion).

Figure 1.6: F+C visualization of CT data of a human hand (left side): the objects of
interest (blood vessels) are drawn as semi-transparent surfaces, whereas the bones
are rendered using MIP. Contour rendering has been used to depict the skin. An
x-ray simulation has been used to depit the dentine of the tooth on the right side
(semi-transparent surface rendering of the adamantine and contour rendering of
surrounding material).
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Figure 1.7: Two examples of using MIP for complex objects in focus: the system
of blood vessels in the CT hand data (left side) and a chaotic attractor within its
basin of attraction on the right side (parts of the basin are shown as shaded surface whereas the rest of the basin is shown using contour rendering to minimize
occlusion).
or a chaotic attractor in a dynamical system [2]). In figure 1.7 two examples of such
a visualization are given. On the left side MIP is used to show the blood vessels
within the CT hand data. On the right side a complex attractor with fractal shape is
visualized using MIP. The context (the basin of attraction, in this case) is shown in
two ways: whereas the lower parts are shown as a shaded surface, the upper parts
are provided using contour rendering only (to reduce problems with occlusion).

1.4.3

Eye-catching Colors for Focus Visualization

In addition to opacity and style as discussed in the previous two sections, also color
is effectively used to focus within a visualization. From perseptual research on
preattentive vision [128] we know that human observers can very quickly “find”
colored parts of a visualization within an otherwise gray-scale depiction. This
“search” usually succeeds even before the observer actually starts actively searching, i.e., in a time shorter than 200 ms from stimulus. Accordingly, coloring some
parts of a visualization (which are in focus) and showing all the rest in a gray-scale
way, also works fine as a F+C visualization technique.
Gresh et al. presented a system called WEAVE [34] which uses this style of
F+C visualization for the display of complex simulation data of a beating human
heart. Different views of different types of visualization (a scatterplot, a 3D view,
etc.) are used to depict and analyse the multi-dimensional simulation data. To
assess the large amount of data, the user is able to select certain data subsets of
14
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special interest. These parts of the data are then drawn in color whereas all the rest
is displayed in gray-scale style. First of all, the colored parts of the visualization
immediately stand out of every view where this kind of focus–context discrimination is used. Secondly, the coloring is done consistently across all the views, so
visual linking is established between the views. The same color always indicates
the same selection of the data (focus), just visualized differently according to the
different views (thereby different characteristics/dimensions of the same data are
visualized in the different views). In information visualization this approach is
called linking and brushing (L&B) – “brushing”, because the process of selecting
a data subset of interest usually is done directly on one of the linked views, similar
as in a drawing program.
In a system called SimVis, we use this approach to visualize data from computational simulation of processes in the automotive industry. An extended brushing
technique called smooth brushing [20] allows for
a gradual transition of the doi

) to the rest (context, doi
).
function from the subset of interest (focus, doi
For visualization, a gradual reduction of color saturation is used to reflect the continuously diminuishing degree of interest. See figure 1.8 for a sample result of this
kind of visualization, where a data subset of high pressure and high velocity was
selected using smooth brushing in the scatterplot on the right. On the left, a visually linked 3D view shows where those areas of high pressure and high velocity
lie in the 3D flow domain (a model of a catalytic converter). In addition to the
DOI-based variations of color saturation also the glyph size is varied according to
the data item’s degree of interest (the more interesting the bigger the glyphs used).
In figure 1.9 volume rendering on the basis of  -compositing [39] was used
to depict a subset of a flow through an extended T-junction (characterized through
values of high temperature and high turbolent kinetic energy, see scatterplot on the
right).
In a system called GeoSpace [82], user queries are answered visually through
high-lighting the data parts in focus, i.e., those data items which positively respond
to the user query. High-lighting is done, for example, by increasing the color lightness. Thereby the selected data subsets visually stand out from the rest of the
depiction. In two-level volume rendering, this approach is used to provide feedback to the user during object selection in the 3D domain. For a short time after
the selection of an object in the scene, the selected object is shown with a different
transfer function (increased color lightness, increased opacity). Thereby a clear
visual linking between an object’s name or ID and its visual representation as part
of the visualization is established (see figure 1.10).
This is especially useful, when volume visualization is performed in a virtual
environment. In this case, especially when 3D objects are to be selected directly
through 3D user interaction (for example, by the use of a 3D pointing device),
object high-lighting greatly supports the interactive placement of the 3D pointing
device. While moving the pointing device, the user immediately gets feedback on
15
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Figure 1.8: F+C visualization of CFD data (flow through a catalytic converter).
A data subset, represented by values of high pressure and high velocity, has been
selected by smooth brushing on the scatterplot on the right. Gradual changes of
color saturation on the left (in the 3D view) represent the smooth degree of interest.

Figure 1.9: Visualization of flow through a T-junction. The visualization focuses
on a flow subset which is characterized by high temperature and high turbolent
kinetic energy. The junction-geometry is added as context (contour rendering).
which object the pointer currently is pointing towards. Thereby, the user is easily
able to efficiently select the one object of special interest without a lot of trial and
error (which otherwise is quite normal for 3D direct selection). Figure 1.11 gives
a number of snapshots of a video which was taken during a session where the user
moved a 3D pointing device around a 3D dataset of a human chest with different
segmented parts of the data. Whenever the 3D pointing device enters another object
in the scene, the respective object is rendered in a high-lighted fashion according
to the above mentioned transfer function alternation.

1.4.4

Band-limited Context

Before we lateron (section 1.4.5) come back to the traditional way of F+C visualization, we furthermore describe one additional way of visually discriminate the vi16
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Figure 1.10:
Object high-lighting in the course of object selection: before the se

lection (;
;=< , left image), right after the selection of the chaotic attractor (;

sec.,
; <?>A@
; <?>A@CD B sec., middle image), and a little later after high-lighting (;
right image).

—
bones
liver
kidneys
—
Figure 1.11: Several snapshots from a video which was taken through a session
where the user moved a 3D pointing device across a 3D dataset of a human chest in
a virtual environment. Visual object high-lighting reflects the current 3D position
of the 3D pointing device which is very useful to efficiently position the device in
3D space during object selection.
sualization of data parts in focus from all the rest (context). Again (as compared to
the use of eye-catching colors for focus visualization, see section 1.4.3) it is an argument from perceptual psychology which motivates this alternative approach: the
difference between a sharp and blurred object depiction efficiently can be used for
visual focus–context discrimination [64, 65], a technique we call semantic depth
of field (SDOF). In a user study we could prove that the perceptual identification
of sharp objects among blurred others indeed is preattentive [66], i.e., is performed
H
by the human perceptual system within a very short time ( E @GF ms).
In 2D, the basic idea of SDOF (semantic depth of field) is (a) to assume a camera model with a depth-of-field effect for rendering and (b) to virtually displace
parts of the visualization along the viewing axis to achieve a blurred or sharp depiction of irrelevant and relevant parts of the data, respectively (see figure 1.12).
With a lens-based camera, objects are only displayed sharply if they are located at
the focal distance from the lens. Object which are displaced along the viewing axis
are blurred according to their distance from the lens. Therefore, the displacement
in the depth direction is done according to the degree-of-interest values which are
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Figure 1.12: The basic idea of SDOF for 2D visualization: assuming a lens-based
camera model for rendering, the visualization objects are virtually moved back
or forth along the viewing direction to achieve a blurred and sharp depiction for
irrelevant and relevant data items, respectively.

Figure 1.13: Two examples of an SDOF visualization: streets standing out of an
SDOF map visualization on the left (other parts of the map blurred) and a scatterplot with SDOF effect on the right.
associated to all the data elements (and not as a spatial function of the data as it
is in real-world photography). For 3D visualization, a similar SDOF model exists [64, 65].
Confronted with the result of such an SDOF visualization (see figure 1.13), the
user can immediately identify the data subsets in focus (similarily as in photography where sharpness also directly correlates to the fact of being in focus). Therefore, this kind of F+C visualization becomes especially useful when the DOI assignement is done implicitly, e.g., through brushing of invisible dimensions (with
a range slider, for example) or through defining the DOI value by how well a data
item matches a certain user query [3]. In all these cases the first task a user usually performs is to identify which data items actually have been assigned a high
DOI value (and which not). With SDOF this is easily possible as the sharp parts
of the visualization, representing the relevant data items, stand out of the depiction
automatically.
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1.4.5

More Space for Details

After discussing four alternative ways of realizing focus–context discrimination in
visualization (based on the variation of opacities, styles, colors, and frequencies),
we come back to the traditional way of F+C visualization, i.e., to the variation
of magnification factors within a single image. This also thereby completes the
picture of our generalization. In section 1.2 we already discussed the extensive
block of literature on this kind of F+C visualization. In our case, we have applied
this classic principle to process visualization [88] where this has not been done
before.
In process visualization, data which is streaming in from a larger number of
processes has to be presented to a user such that process surveillance as well as interactive analysis is possible. In analogy to traditional process visualization, where
processes are visualized with analog instruments like gauges or other display devices, programs for process visualization (at least partially) mimic this kind of
visualization with virtual instruments. One disadvantage of virtual instruments is
that they take up quite a lot of screen space. When multiple streams of process
data are to be shown simultaneously, not enough screen space is available to show
all the data with regularily sized instruments. In such a situation, distortion-based
F+C visualization becomes useful.
To achieve F+C visualization of process data, several levels of detail have been
designed for the different virtual instruments in use. The different levels of detail
use different amounts of screen space, ranging from a small lamp, color-coding
the process data, up to a fully fletched virtual instrument, using a hundret times
the amount of screen space as compared to the lamp. If not all of the data can be
shown at the highest level of detail simultaneously (due to lack of screen space),
different levels of detail can be combined according to DOI values of the different
data items. See figure 1.14 for an example, where three streams of process data are
visualized. DOI values inversely correlate to the distance between the respective
virtual instrument and the pointer which is interactively moved by the user (from
left to right). Thereby, those virtual instruments which are nearest to the pointer
are displayed at the highest level of detail whereas with increasing distance from
the pointer lower levels of detail are used.
In process visualization, data usually originates at concrete 3D locations like a
sensor at a certain place or a simulation output with a specific 3D position. Accordingly, the visualization of process data can be organized on the screen such that this
relation between the virtual instruments and the related 3D model becomes obvious. In a prototype implementation of F+C process visualization, we first draw the
underlying 3D model as a wire-frame rendering. Then, the virtual instruments are
shown on top of the wire-frame model at those screen coordinates which correlate
to the screen-projection of the corresponding 3D locations of the data sources (see
figure 1.15).
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Figure 1.14: F+C process visualization: depending on where the user points, the
virtual instruments are drawn at a smaller or larger level of detail (from left to right:
the pointer is moved from left to right).

Figure 1.15: 3D anchoring and collision avoidance in F+C process visualization:
virtual instruments are placed at the screen-projection of that 3D point which is
related to the data origin, for example, a sensor (3D anchoring); to avoid cluttering due to overlapping dials a physically-based spring model is used to relocate
instruments such that they do not overlap (collision avoidance).
With such a layout strategy (called 3D anchoring – the virtual instruments are
“anchored” at their respective 3D source locations), it can easily happen that screen
projections of sensor locations lie near each other such that a naı̈ve implementation
of 3D anchoring would cause overlapping virtual instruments. In our prototype
implementation we therefore use a physically-based spring model to resolve for
non-overlapping instruments (collision avoidance). See figure 1.15 for three snapshots of this prototype which were taken while the user rotated the 3D model (the
black dots, which are connected to the centers of the instruments with black lines,
mark the screen-projections of the 3D anchors, i.e., the 2D locations where in the
optimal case the virtual instrument should be displayed).

1.5

Interaction

Focus+context visualization requires interaction. Most important, the user needs
to have interactive means to focus in a F+C visualization, i.e., he or she needs to
steer which parts of the data are to be shown in focus. Accordingly, focussing
also includes interactive means to navigate in the visualization, i.e., to change from
the visualization of one part of the data (in focus) to another. For applications of
F+C visualization, different approaches to focussing are available (see table 1.4
for an overview of some of them), which can be classified with respect to several
different aspects. One question is of whether focussing is done directly on the
visualization (or not). Another quesion is of whether focussing is done explicitly,
i.e., by either directly brushing the data items of interest or naming them explicitly.
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focussing
brushing
pointing
selection
range slider
querying
plot-based
alerting

action
on the view

selection
explicit

user
active

off-view
implicit
both

passive

sample applications
SimVis [20, 19], ParCoords. [38]
RTVR [95], ProcVis [88]
SDOF [64, 65], RTVR [95]
SimVis [20, 19], SDOF [64, 65]
SimVis [20, 19]
SDOF [64, 65]
ProcVis [88]

Table 1.4: Different approaches to focussing – techniques can be classified according to whether they act directly on the view (or not), their definition is explicit (or
implicit), or whether they are triggered by the user (or not). This differentiation is
discussed in more detail in section 1.5.
Thirdly, the question of whether the user actively performs the focussing (or the
system does it for the user) also classifies the different approaches to focussing.
Most intuitive, explicit selection of especially interesting data subsets directly
on the view results in a (new) specification of the current focus. Prominent examples of this kind of focussing are brushing on the one side (as used, for example,
in the previously described SimVis system) and pointing on the other side (used
in F+C process visualization as well as in 3D visualization using RTVR). Similarily, the user can explicitly focus by selecting objects through an off-view list of
objects (as used in volume visualization using RTVR, for example, and the SDOFvisualized map viewer where layers can be selected off-view).
More complex, and a little less intuitive, implicit selection also serves for focussing. In the simpler case, selections on invisible axes can be used to describe
what currently is most interesting (as also used in SimVis, for example). Alternatively, also complex queries can be used to achieve implicit focussing. As again
also used in SimVis – here a separate feature definition language has been developed for the purpose of formally describing what actually is of greatest interest to
the user [19].
In addition to methods where the user actively steers which parts of the data
are to be visualized in focus, there are other cases, where the system takes over this
role. In a tutoring system, for example, a predefined plot describes which parts of
the visualization are in focus at which point in time. This kind of focussing was
used in a chess tutoring system with the purpose of showing historic competitions
to moderately experienced users (see figure 1.16). In F+C process visualization it
is possible to let the system assign DOI values according to whether (or not) the
values of a certain sensor lie inside (or outside) a certain safety interval. In case of
an alert (value out of range) the user immediately is confronted with a F+C display
where most visual emphasis is put on the values in question.
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Figure 1.16: SDOF-visualized chess tutoring system: through selective sharpness
the system shows which pieces threaten (left image) or cover (right image) the
white horse on E3.

1.6

Summary and Conclusions

Taking a step back, we can try to round up the matters discussed up to now and
to summarize the most imporant points addressed. In the beginning we started out
with a discussion of the well-established approach of focus+context visualization
(F+C visualization) as known from information visualization. It is usually associated with the process of opening up more space in a visualization for the detailed
depiction of some selected parts of the data (those in focus) while still showing the
rest of the data in reduced size to provide context information for better orientation
and navigation.
This idea of integrating data subsets in focus with their respective context
within one visualization also can be found in other fields, especially in scientific visualization. There, however, usually other means than space distortion are used to
achieve F+C visualization. In scientific visualization the spatial arrangement of a
visualization is tightly coupled with the spatial arrangement of the data origin, e.g.,
the 3D layout of patients in medical applications or the 3D setup of a flow simulation, and therefore usually resists from uneven distortions. In volume visualization,
for example, the use of opacity is varied to achieve F+C visualization of 3D data. In
the 3D visualization of segmented data (2lVR), different styles are used to graphically distinguish between objects in focus and their context. Non-photorealistic
contour rendering, for example, is very useful for context visualization. In the visualization of data from computational simulation (WEAVE, SimVis), the use of
eye-catching colors (within a gray-scale context) also very well serves for F+C visualization. Similarily, the differentiation between a sharp and blurred depiction
can yield to F+C visualization (SDOF). All this variety of possible realizations of
focus+context visualization yields a more general definition of F+C visualization:
focus+context visualization is the uneven use of graphics resources, such as space,
opacity, color, frequencies, and style, for visualization (with the purpose to visually
discriminate those parts of the data in focus from all the rest).
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A discussion of several concrete examples of different types of F+C visualization shows that often several graphics resources are used to do the focus–context
discrimination. In F+C volume visualization by the use of RTVR and 2lVR, for
example, in some cases all three of opacity, rendering styles, and coloring are varied to achieve F+C visualization (see figure 1.5, left side, for a sample image). In
F+C visualization of 3D data from computational flow visualization (SimVis), coloring, opacity, and glyph size are adjusted according to the DOI values of the data
to achieve the desired visual discrimination (see figure 1.8, left side, for a sample
image). Looking through the glasses of our generalized definition of focus+context
visualization at the very broad field of applications shows how useful this approach
of graphically integrating data subsets in focus and their respective context within
a visualization actually is and how general its applicability is.
In addition to the discussion about different ways to graphically discriminate
focus from context, also the interactive aspect of F+C visualization is discussed.
Once, focus+context visualization is established, it immediately becomes essential
to provide sufficient interactive means for focussing, i.e., to select which parts of
the data actually are to be drawn in focus or to navigate through a F+C display.
Different options of how to categorize focussing with respect to how it is done (on
the view vs. off-view focussing; explicit vs. implicit selection; active/passive user)
help to give an overview about available strategies. Another way of looking at focussing, however, is to differentiate user goals: whereas in one case the user wants
to see more (details) of certain data subsets ( I space distortion, style variations),
in other cases the user just wants to visually emphasize the graphical depiction
of certain parts ( I opacity, color variations). In again other cases, the visualization goal is to visually attract the user towards a certain subset of the visualization
( I SDOF, coloring, space distortion). Sometimes, these goals do overlap in an application or are followed upon each other during analysis (first the user needs to be
attracted, for example, to a sensor out of range, then the user wants to investigate
this sensor data in more detail).
Despite of the principal result that focus+context visualization indeed is generally applicable and useful (almost regardless of the application field), another conclusion of this work is that scientific visualization and information visualization do
not lie far apart from each other, but can mutually support each other. There are
very good ideas on both sides and visualization systems which integrate approaches
from both fields can gain superb advantages over pure SciVis- or InfoVis-solutions.
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Two-Level Volume Rendering

In 2001, the contents of this chapter have been published in the journal IEEE Transactions of Visualization and Computer Graphics (IEEE TVCG) 7(3), pp. 242–252
(paper “Two-Level Volume Rendering” by Helwig Hauser, Lukas Mroz, GianItalo Bischi, and Eduard Gröller).
The contents of this chapter (paper) are a result from a collaborative project
with Lukas Mroz (one of Helwig Hauser’s PhD students), Gian-Italo Bischi (a collaborator from the application side of the project), and Prof. Eduard Gröller (head
of the visualization group at the Institute of Computer Graphics and Algorithms,
Vienna University of Technology). Related papers (co-authored by Helwig Hauser)
are:
Two-level volume rendering - fusing MIP and DVR [40], an earlier version of this paper, published at the IEEE Visualization 2000 Conference –
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presented in this chapter, in IEEE TVCG.
Fast Visualization of Object Contours by Non-Photorealistic Volume
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Interactive Volume Visualization of Complex Flow Semantics [39], a related paper, also contained in this thesis as chapter 4
High-Quality Two-Level Volume Rendering of Segmented Data Sets on
Consumer Graphics Hardware [35], a related paper from 2003 with new
extensions and a high-quality and GPU-based implementation
RTVR - a flexible java library for interactive volume rendering [95], a
related paper about fast volume rendering
Space-Efficient Boundary Representation of Volumetric Objects [96], a
related paper about data compression
Interactive High-Quality Maximum Intensity Projection [97], a related
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Studying Basin Bifurcations in Nonlinear Triopoly Games by Using 3D
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Abstract
In this paper we present a two-level approach for volume rendering, i.e., twolevel volume rendering, which allows for selectively using different rendering techniques for different subsets of a 3D data-set. Different structures within the data-set
are rendered locally on an object-by-object basis by either DVR, MIP, surface rendering, value integration (x-ray-like images), or non-photorealistic rendering. All
the results of subsequent object renderings are combined globally in a merging step
(usually compositing in our case). This allows to selectively choose the most suitable technique for depicting each object within the data, while keeping the amount
of information contained in the image at a reasonable level. This is especially
useful when inner structures should be visualized together with semi-transparent
outer parts, similar to the focus-plus-context approach known from information visualization. We also present an implementation of our approach, which allows to
explore volumetric data using two-level rendering at interactive frame rates.

2.1

Introduction

Irrespective of a certain application, the general goal of visualization is to provide
insight into the data of interest. This means that visualization facilitates the process
of answering specific user-defined questions about the data under investigation. As
a consequence, the question of what visualization method is well-suited or even
optimal in the context of a specific application is not only dependent on the application data itself, but it also significantly depends on the actual questions of the user.
Especially in cases where the simultaneous visualization of all the data is not
possible, e.g., in cases of very large data-sets or data of high dimensionality, the
question of what aspect or what subset of the data to show becomes a very important decision during investigation. In medical applications, for example, when
visualizing three-dimensional data-sets, it is in general not possible to concurrently
show all the data. Instead, certain selective representations of the data are used for
visualization: iso-surfaces which bound certain subsets of the data, voxels of maximal intensity which are displayed using maximum-intensity projection, as well as
several others.
Of course, certain properties of the data under investigation themselves can
also imply the use of a specific visualization technique. Given a specific subset
of interest, for example, which actually has a sharp boundary that delimits it from
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Figure 2.1: Two-level volume rendering of a medical data-set (parts of a human
hand): bones are rendered using DVR, surface rendering is used for vessels, and
non-photorealistic rendering is used for the skin.
the rest of the data, the use of an iso-surface might be a well-suited choice for
visualization. In contrast, another subset of the data, which is characterized by
relatively high data-values, might better be visualized by the use of maximumintensity projection.
In this paper we now present our two-level approach for volume rendering,
i.e., two-level volume rendering (2lVR), which allows to selectively use individual
rendering techniques such as direct volume rendering (DVR), maximum-intensity
projection (MIP), iso-surfaces, x-ray-like summation, and non-photorealistic rendering (NPR) for different objects within a common data-set. See Fig. 2.1 for an
example, where several different rendering techniques have been used to visualize
a medical data-set of a human hand.
An interesting observation about human perception of 3D computer graphics
is that viewers seem to inherently separate individual objects from rendered images of 3D scenes. Users tend to see solid objects, which are bounded by opaque
or semi-transparent surfaces. Even objects with intrinsic 3D characteristics such as
clouds, fire, aso., are perceived as individual entities. Additionally, many visualiza28
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2.2: Direct volume rendering vs. surface rendering: (a) DVR using a rather
smooth TF results in gel-looking objects; (b) DVR using a rather sharp TF simulates surface rendering; (c) surface rendering very well communicates 3D shape.
tion goals also require such a notion of data-sets as being composed of individual
objects. Medical investigation, for example, often is object-oriented: some specific
organ of interest is to be examined whereas all the rest is considered to be context.
In the following, we will therefore understand any volumetric data-set as being
composed of semantically distinguished subsets of the data, which in turn we will
call the objects within the data-set.
In this paper, we also demonstrate how two-level volume rendering is used as a
focus-plus-context (F+C) technique in volume rendering, comparable to similar solutions which are well-known from information visualization. Especially interesting subsets of the data, which are considered to be “in focus”, are rendered, for example, using iso-surfacing or DVR, whereas the rest of the data, i.e., the context in
this case, is depicted using semi-transparent MIP or non-photorealistic rendering.

2.2

Experiences with DVR, MIP, etc.

Before we actually describe the new approach of two-level volume rendering, we
first give a brief review of some experiences which we gained from previous work
with different volume rendering techniques.
One of the standard techniques for displaying volumetric data is direct volume
rendering [54, 78], which is based on the sorted composition of visual properties
along viewing rays. The most important parameter of DVR probably is the socalled transfer function (TF) which describes the mapping of data-values to optical
properties. Depending on the transfer function in use, mainly two typical forms of
object appearances can be distinguished: either objects look like semi-transparent
gel due to a rather smooth TF, or object boundaries are depicted similar to isosurfacing as a result of a rather sharp or even binary TF – see Figs. 2.2(a) and
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2.3: Three alternative methods for volume rendering: (a) MIP displays
structures of maximal importance; (b) value integration results in x-ray-like images; (c) non-photorealistic rendering may enhance contours, for example.
(b) for sample results. In general, we experienced that results from DVR usually
feature good impression of 3D shape, especially if photorealistic shading is used.
Contrarily, occlusion sometimes becomes a significant problem of DVR, which is
mainly because pixel-values do not only depend on the local TF mapping, but also
on the number of samples to be composited. The latter is not under control of
the TF and can drastically vary among all viewing rays, consequently resulting in
sometimes large variations with respect to object transparency.
Due to the fact, that it is often very difficult to intuitively set up a proper transfer
function, given a specific visualization goal in mind, the design of transfer functions has become a research topic on its own [42, 4, 85, 59, 62]. Producing useful
images with DVR is even more difficult if there is no close correspondence between
differences in data-values and the discrimination of objects. MRI data-sets, for example, typically contain large differences in data-values for objects of similar type.
Two solutions have been proposed to help in such a case: one is to use an alternative rendering technique for depicting the features of interest – for solutions
different to DVR see the paragraphs below. Another approach is to first apply segmentation [130] to the data-set, which is followed by selective rendering of the
separated objects, for example, by the use of different transfer functions [126].
Various techniques have been proposed for automatic and semi-automatic segmentation of volumetric data, such as thresholding, water-shed, etc. In this paper we do
not focus on segmentation itself, but very well make use of optional segmentation
information, if present as a result of a preprocessing step. As two-level volume
rendering inherently depends on the notion of a 3D data-set which is composed
of distinguishable objects, our implementation of 2lVR also provides a thresholdbased segmentation technique for all cases, where no segmentation information is
given a priori.
Maximum-intensity projection [142, 112, 99], which is used to display the most
important data-values along viewing rays, features a clearly different object ap30
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pearance in comparison to DVR. MIP images are usually quite sharp as only one
data-value is shown per pixel. Also, assuming that importance is directly correlated with data-values, the more important some data-values are, the more likely
it is that they are actually visible in the resulting image – the amount of important
information which is hidden is minimal. However, due to the fact that neighboring
pixels do not necessarily represent spatially coherent data-values, MIP images tend
to look rather flat. This undesirable effect of MIP actually is an inherent property
of this rendering method, and can only be diminished to a certain extent by variations of MIP such as local MIP [116], depth-shaded and/or animated MIP, etc. For
an example see Fig. 2.3(a).
Surface-based approaches – in contrast to DVR and MIP – are suitable in situations, where sharp object boundaries are present in the data-set and the interior
structure of the object is not relevant for visualization. Basically, there are two approaches to extract and render iso-surfaces. One class of techniques deals with the
explicit computation of a geometric representation of the iso-surface – the marching cubes algorithm [83] is a well-known example. The second class deals with
depicting the surface by means of a transfer function [78]. DVR and surface rendering can also be combined into a hybrid technique depicting both, truly volumetric information, and objects defined by polygonal models [67]. In this paper
we integrate the rendering of object surfaces by directly depicting surfaces from
the volumetric data [100] – see Fig. 2.2(c) for an example –, not dealing with any
polygonal model at all. This is also in contrast to volumetric ray tracing [120],
where actual ray tracing is used to compute high-quality images from 3D scenes
which are composed of volumetric objects and polygonal models.
We have also implemented value integration along viewing rays through volumetric data for image synthesis. Images, which have been rendered using this technique – see Fig. 2.3(b) for an example –, simulate an x-ray-appearance of the data.
This is due to the fact, that value integration is nothing else than the inverse operation compared to data reconstruction within a 3D scanning device such as a CT.
Recently, non-photorealistic rendering (NPR) methods have been proposed for
volumetric data [22, 17], which, for example, depict object contours in a viewdependent manner. Here, a great variety of object appearances can be achieved,
all useful for different visualization goals. In our case, we found the depiction of
object contours by the use of NPR to be especially useful, also as an alternative to
traditional rendering methods as described above. Fig. 2.3(c) shows an example of
NPR rendering of volumetric data.
Good visualization strongly depends on what data is visualized, what structure
this data consists of, as well as on the visualization goals of the user. Depending on these prerequisites several useful approaches exist, and individual decisions
(what rendering method to choose) have to be made for specific applications. Twolevel volume rendering as described in this paper allows for selectively combining
different rendering techniques for different objects within a common data-set.
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2.3

Two-level volume rendering

After the preceeding discussion of pros and cons of several volume rendering techniques, we now present two-level volume rendering as a useful way of combining
different rendering methods with respect to their respective advantages.

2.3.1

Object discrimination

An important goal for two-level volume rendering not only was to provide the
ability for using different rendering techniques for different objects within a 3D
scene, but also to come up with visualization results which actually allow to easily discriminate the individual objects from each other. From previous work [51]
we know, that displaying multiple semi-transparent surfaces on top of each other,
quickly imposes significant problems with the identification and perception of the
individual objects. Usually just two or three layers are easily distinguished from
rendered images. Therefore, a key feature of two-level volume rendering is that
pixel-values are composed of a very limited number of values only.

2.3.2

Two-level rendering

For achieving our goal of generating images which are composed of a few, but
meaningful object representatives per pixel, we decompose the rendering calculations into two levels, i.e., local and global rendering. For every pixel, we theoretically investigate a viewing ray through the data and detect what objects are
intersected. For every object intersected, a single, representative value is computed
(by the use of local rendering). These object representatives are finally composed
to yield a pixel value by combining them, usually by the use of DVR compositing
(global rendering). Only a small number of data-values are combined for a pixel
(one per object), therefore limiting the number of samples which finally make up
one pixel-value.
For more specifically explaining two-level volume rendering, it is useful to
utilize the model of ray casting. Of course, an implementation of our technique is
not bound to this image-order approach. In this paper, for example, we will later
present a fast object-order implementation of two-level volume rendering.
For calculating the value of a pixel within the resulting image, we may assume
a viewing ray to be cast right into the volumetric data-set (cf. Fig. 2.4). A 3D segmentation mask determines for any voxel within the data which object it belongs
to. Therefore, also the viewing ray may be interpreted as being decomposed into
several segments, depending on what objects are intersected by the ray. We now
utilize this ray segmentation as follows:
While traversing a viewing ray – for example, back-to-front – two tracks of
rendering are processed in parallel. As long as one segment of the ray is traversed,
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Objects:
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Basin 2

viewing ray

each segment rendered separately

Basin 1
Attractor 1
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dvr
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dvr
dvr

pixel

global rendering

segment representatives
Figure 2.4: Object segmentation implicitly yields viewing rays to be partitioned
into segments (one per object intersection).
i.e., as long as the viewing ray traverses one individual object within the data, local
rendering is performed to compute an object representative associated to the segment (rendering at the object level). Individual rendering methods can be used for
different segments, depending on what objects are traversed. Fig. 2.5, for example,
was rendered with DVR using a sharp TF along segments through bones, surface
rendering for vessels, and MIP for the skin.
At those points along the ray, where the object classification changes, i.e., at
the points where viewing rays cross object boundaries, update steps in the global
rendering track are performed. We usually use DVR-compositing on the global
level. The only exception, where we could experience that MIP is useful instead,
is if all objects in the data-set are rendered by the use of MIP themselves, also. In
contrast to standard MIP, this “MIP of MIP” approach allows to easily distinguish
between different objects within the scene, as different transfer functions and thus
different colors can be assigned to different objects.
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Figure 2.5: Combining DVR, surface rendering, and MIP: whereas the bones have
been rendered using DVR (sharp TF), and the vessels have been rendered using
surface rendering, the skin was depicted using MIP.

2.3.3

Focus-plus-context

Due to the ability to selectively use different rendering techniques for different
objects within a 3D data-set, two-level volume rendering strongly supports applications which are of F+C style: depending on whether objects are selected to be “in
focus” or not, their visual appearance can be different. Whereas objects “in focus”
may feature significant opacity, for example, objects which are considered to be
context rather act as semi-transparent reference. See Fig. 2.5 again for an example,
where bones and vessels are considered to be “in focus”, whereas the skin just acts
as the context in this application. Table 2.1 gives an overview about recommended
F+C configurations when two-level volume rendering is used. Depending on the
internal structure of objects, different rendering techniques seem to be well-suited.
Objects “in focus”, for example, can very well be rendered using rather opaque
surfaces in case of spatially contiguous objects (Fig. 2.5, for example). Objects of
interest, which are characterized by a complex or even fractal inner structure, can
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DVR
MIP
surfaces
x-ray
NPR

focus
J rather opaque,
surface-like
> complex focus,
high contrast
> rather opaque
J

,

only as add-on

context
J rather transparent, gel-like
> very uniform
transparency
> semi-transparent
J inner context
> sparse contours

Table 2.1: F+C configurations for Two-level Volume Rendering

very well be depicted by the use of MIP (Fig. 2.9(c), for example). In case of context visualization, the use of MIP, quite transparent surfaces, and NPR proved to
be very useful. MIP is useful, because it features quite homogeneous transparency
throughout an entire object (Fig. 2.5, for example). Shape properties of context objects are well-communicated by the use of semi-transparent surfaces. NPR can be
used to sparsely apply shape cues of outer context objects (Fig. 2.1, for example).

2.3.4

Technical details

Since the model of two-level volume rendering is based on ray casting, an implementation as image-order technique would be straight-forward. Nevertheless, the
idea of two-level rendering has originally been developed to aid exploration of data
from the field of complex dynamical systems. Interactivity is crucial for exploring
and investigating data, and especially for finding proper settings for optical properties of objects. Thus we present a fast object-order implementation [94], based on
shear-warp rendering [70], which allows for interactive visualization of mediumsized data-sets. For performance reasons, no interpolation is done within the volume, each voxel is projected onto exactly one pixel of the base plane. During the
warp step, bilinear interpolation is used, also considering the scaling component of
the projection matrix.
To allow for efficient skipping of empty space in-between objects, each object
within the investigated data is stored separately as an array of all its member voxels.
For each voxel, its position and attributes, e.g., data-value and gradient information,
are stored.
The list is replicated and stored separately for each principal viewing

axis ( , K , and L ) with voxels sorted by the principal viewing coordinate. For the
sake of clarity, the principal viewing direction will be called L from now on.
All voxels of an object which share the same L coordinate are grouped within
a so-called RenderListEntry, the value of L is stored with the RenderListEntry instead with all the voxels (Fig. 2.6). For rendering, the RenderListEntrys of all objects are merged into a single RenderList sorted by L .
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... ...
... ...
... ...
... ...
... ...
... ...
... ...
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rendered using object properties
rendered using clipped properties
not contributing due to transfer func.

Figure 2.6: Storage scheme for two-level volume rendering.
PROCEDURE ComputeRenderList:
FOR pvd (principal viewing dir.) BEING x, y, z:
{ FOREACH obj (object in the scene) DO:
FOREACH val (depth value regarding pvd) DO:
LET RenderListEntry[pvd,obj,val] = set of
all voxels of obj. obj with depth val
MERGE ALL RenderListEntry[pvd,.,.] into a
RenderList[pvd] (sorted by val)
}
Processing this list sequentially during rendering results, for example, in
a back-to-front traversal of the scene, even though the voxels within one
RenderListEntry, i.e., which are at equal depth from the base plane, are pro36
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Figure 2.7: Selectively applied clipping planes allow further insight.
jected in an arbitrary order. By storing only voxels which actually belong to objects, empty space in-between is skipped automatically without any effort during
rendering.
For implementing two-level volume rendering, two sets of buffers are used for
the base plane. One buffer (local object buffer) is used for performing rendering
within an object, while a global buffer is used to perform inter-object rendering.
In addition to pixel values, each pixel of the object buffer additionally stores the
unique ID of the currently front-most object. If a voxel is projected onto the base
plane, its ID is compared with the stored ID in the object buffer. If both IDs match,
the value in the object buffer is updated using an operation which corresponds to
the local rendering mode of the object. If the ID of the voxel differs from the ID of
the pixel in the buffer, the viewing ray though this pixel must have entered a new
object. The content of the object buffer pixel is combined with the corresponding global buffer pixel using an operation which depends on the global rendering
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strategy (usually DVR). Then the object buffer pixel is initialized according to the
voxel of the new object and the new local rendering mode.
After all voxels have been projected, the contribution of the front-most segment
at each pixel has to be included by performing an additional scan of the buffers and
merging the segment values left in the local buffer into the global buffer.
As the application of clipping planes is a widely used method for enhancing
volume visualization, support for this technique has also been included in our object storage scheme (see Figs. 2.7 and 2.9(c)). The voxel lists used for rendering
allow a very efficient implementation of arbitrary cutting planes. As the order in
which voxels of the same depth are rendered to the base plane is irrelevant, voxels removed by the application of a cutting plane can be simply moved to the end
of the voxel array belonging to a RenderListEntry. An end-mark is used to
indicate the last visible voxel within a RenderListEntry (Fig. 2.6). Removed
voxels which are stored after this mark can be ignored during rendering without
slowing down the process. Instead, we also enable the clipped parts of objects to
be rendered using another rendering techniques (cf. 2.10(c)).
PROCEDURE TwoLevelRendering:
Choose pvd (according to current viewing dir.)
Init(localBuf,0); Init(globalBuf,0)
FOREACH RenderListEntry IN RenderList[pvd]:
{ object = RenderListEntry.objectID
FOREACH voxel IN RenderListEntry.activeSet:
{ pixel = projection(voxel,pvd)
IF localBuf(pixel).object = object THEN:
Update(localBuf(pixel),voxel)
ELSE:
{ Update(globalBuf(pixel),localBuf(pixel))
Init(localBuf(pixel),voxel)
} } }
FOREACH pixel DO:
Update(globalBuf(pixel),localBuf(pixel))
image = Warp(globalBuf)
For lighting of objects the Phong shading model is employed. The gradient vector at each voxel is pre-calculated during the preprocessing step [102], converted
to polar coordinates and quantized to 12 Bit for limiting the storage requirements.
During rendering, this representation of the gradient is used to access a look-up table with shading information. The shading table includes the influence of ambient,
diffuse, and specular components of the lighting model. It is quickly recalculated
for each new viewing or light position and also after a change of material properties.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2.8: Comparisons between standard DVR (first row) and two-level volume
rendering (second row). (a) Two-level volume rendering allows to show blood
vessels within the head, even near the skull. (b) Using MIP for the visualization of
context (bones, skin) the object of interest (blood vessels plus stenosis) becomes
well visible from all viewing directions. (c) Again MIP proves to work fine for
context visualization.
Opacity values for compositing voxels and objects are derived from two
sources: first, the ability to change the opacity of a whole object turned out to
be useful when adjusting viewing parameters. Secondly, the object-wide opacity
can be modulated by a per-voxel opacity which depends on some property of the
voxel, like for example data-value, gradient magnitude, or the distance to some
other object (see Sect. 2.4.2).

2.4

Applications and results

Two-level volume rendering, as described above, can be used in various fields of
applications. In this paper we describe two applications and show how two-level
volume rendering improves the results.
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2.4.1

Medical data visualization

Visualization of medical data is one of the most important application fields of volume rendering. Several rendering techniques are used to depict different features
of the data. Pure surface rendering, for example, is used when actual boundaries
of objects within the medical data-set are to be shown, e.g., the surface of bones
or the skin (cf. Fig. 2.7). Similar to surface rendering, DVR is often used to render
tissue transitions within medical data-sets (see Fig. 2.2(b)). Through photorealistic shading, DVR-images as well as surface depictions very well communicate
3D shape. Furthermore, DVR results feature a usually good impression of object
inter-relations and depth information. MIP, on the other hand, is very useful for
visualizing rather complex structures, like blood vessels, organs, etc. Images usually are less over-loaded, compared to DVR, and focus on the important parts of
the data. In Fig. 2.3(a) we show blood vessels together with lower-valued bones
by the use of MIP. In addition to DVR and MIP, simple value integration (x-raylike results) becomes useful when object thickness should be displayed. Also,
x-ray-like object appearance might be familiar to user (see Fig. 2.10(a) for an example). Finally, non-photorealistic rendering of medical data-sets has been proven
to allow for showing shape cues without the consumption of lots of screen space
(cf. Figs. 2.1, 2.10(b), and 2.10(c)).
However, also some disadvantages can be experienced when working with the
above mentioned methods: DVR images sometimes tend to be over-loaded with
content (blurred images). Due to the convolution character of the compositing
step, and the high sensitivity of DVR on the transfer function in use, it happens
easily that too many data-values are merged into the final image. The use of gradient information as another input to the transfer function [78] partially improves
this situation. For objects with a complex interior structure, nevertheless, it is difficult to avoid this accumulation problem. MIP images, on the other hand, usually
lack depth information. This is due to the weak inter-pixel correlation of neighboring viewing rays. Data-maxima often are detected at significantly different depth
locations along neighboring rays. Consequently, MIP images usually look rather
flat, and view-point variations (via animation or user-interaction) are necessary to
re-generate the 3D impression. Also, no occlusion is considered, showing objects,
which are actually beyond each other, in an arbitrary order. With standard MIP
usually just one structure is visualized, i.e., the object of interest lacks context information.
Two-level volume rendering allows to overcome these difficulties to a certain
extent. Context information, for example, can be displayed by the use of MIP,
and combined with DVR-rendered inner structures. The MIP-representation of the
outer hull avoids the over-loading problem of DVR as MIP hulls feature rather
uniform transparency. Through DVR-rendering the 3D shape of inner structures
becomes more visible. In Fig. 2.8(a), lower image, the skull is rendered by the
use of MIP, producing rather continuous transparency throughout the image. This
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2.9: Dynamical systems visualized by the use of two-level volume rendering.
enables insight to the blood vessels, which are represented by the use of DVR. Two
further comparisons are also depicted in Fig. 2.8. In general, we found it useful to
depict the context of DVR-rendered inner structures by the use of MIP [40]. We
also experienced that in the case of rather complex structures, MIP is working fine,
whereas for objects with limited spatial frequencies usually DVR works fine.

2.4.2

Dynamical system visualization

We also successfully applied two-level volume rendering to discrete dynamical systems in 3D. We are interested in the long-term evolution of a discrete dynamical
system,
which is given as a set of three difference equaRTSU
WV

tions MONQP
MON
MON MONQP
YX[Z]\_^ , where ; denotes the (discrete) time of
B
B
evolution and `/GabZc\_d is a vector of parameters of the dynamical system.
A trajectory
(or evolution over time) of the system is defined as the sequence
*
5
of states MON Nfeg< , starting fromRTS a given initial
condition
MU< , by the repeated aphR S N 

MU< . Investigating the long-term
plication (iteration) of the map , i.e., MON
behavior of such a dynamical system, we are first interested in attracting sets which
are present for a specific parameter setting ` . Attracting sets might be quite simple,
e.g., single points, periodic cycles of limited period, or quasi-periodic trajectories
which fill a closed curve, or more complex objects such as chaotic sets, also called
strange attractors [33].
Not only the attractor as the limit of evolution, but also its basin of attraction
should be shown. A basin is equal to the set of all starting configurations M , which
(in the long-term) finally converge to the corresponding attractor. Similar to the
attractors themselves, also the basins may have either simple boundaries, just a
box, for example, or complex boundaries which may be formed by many disconnected portions and sometimes may even have a fractal structure. A basin is a
set which spatially includes the corresponding attractor. When several attractors
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coexist, it becomes very important to visualize the boundaries which separate the
corresponding basins together with the attractors which are nested inside them.
In our case, two-level volume rendering is successfully used in the scientific investigation of two discrete systems of international interest. The first one is a threedimensional system which models a triopoly, i.e., an economic system where three
producers share the market of a given product – for example, a competition among
three companies in an international context. The question is which company will
finally dominate the market, given a particular initial condition (the initial productions
of the three companies) and given a certain set of so called reaction-functions
RiS
which represent the optimal choices [2]. In Fig. 2.9(a) two-level volume rendering was used to visualize four basins of attraction, three enclosed basins using
DVR, and one surrounding basin using MIP. Additionally a so-called critical surface is depicted using MIP. The color of the surface corresponds to the distance to
the closest basin boundary. Critical surfaces, which are sometimes responsible for
global bifurcations, are basically
defined to be the 3D locus where the determinant
R S
of the Jacobian matrix of vanishes.
Another system we are investigating is a three-dimensional non-invertible
quadratic, i.e., a second degree map, which can be considered as an extension of
a broadly used two-dimensional quadratic map [92]. Such two-dimensional maps
have often been used to explain global bifurcations. These are qualitative changes
occurring in the structure of the attractors and/or of their basins when the parameters are changed, as a consequence of contacts between particular curves (the
so-called contact bifurcations [92]). Two-level volume rendering for the visualization of basins and their associated attractors eases the investigation of bifurcation
events in three-dimensional space. A fast visual inspection allows to relate bifurcations to contacts between particular surfaces whose analytic equation is generally
unknown. Interactive 3D visualization is crucial for the detection of global bifurcation events in 3D. Fig. 2.9(b) shows, for example, an attractor which is close to a
contact with the boundary of its basin. The attractor has been rendered using MIP,
the boundary is depicted using DVR. The opacity of the boundary voxels is modulated according to the distance to the closest point of the attractor, clearly showing
areas of potential contact. In fact, the use of cutting planes or simple projections
does not work in such cases.
In Fig. 2.9(c) MIP was used to render a chaotic attractor. The inner structure
of the fractal object becomes visible quite well. Another attractor, also apparent within this parameter setting, is a two-cycle (two points), represented by label
“E1”. Both basins of attraction are rendered by the use of DVR to better show their
3D shape. They subdivide phase space in a complex way: the basin of attraction
corresponding to the simple attractor is a non-connected set, whose distribution in
space has a fractal structure.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2.10: Further results computed with two-level volume rendering: (a) value
integration (x-ray-like depiction) and surface rendering, (b) surface rendering and
NPR (c) surface rendering, NPR, and MIP.

2.4.3

User interaction

Two-level volume rendering, as presented in this paper, has been implemented
in an interactive Java-based [124] tool. The applet provides the user with a set of
interactive tools for exploring and visualizing the data. After loading a data-set, it is
decomposed into distinct objects. Segmentation information is always present for
data originating from dynamical system computations. Medical data-sets however
may not necessarily contain segmentation information. Non-segmented medical
data is automatically decomposed using a simple, threshold-based segmentation.
All operations which affect viewing parameters and optical properties of objects are performed interactively. Each object can be either shown or hidden for selective visualization of specific features within the scene. In addition to the global
rendering mode, the object-level rendering mode as well as the opacity can be
selected separately for each object. Also, the color of objects can be set independently of the range of values of the object’s voxels. In our implementation we use
color mainly to distinguish between objects within the scene, whereas DVR and
MIP mainly work on opacities, color saturation and lightness, as well as shading
information. Additional information (like gradient magnitude or distance to another object) can be used to modulate either the color or the opacity of an object’s
voxels. Cutting planes at certain values of , K , and L can be applied to subsets of
objects and manipulated in real-time.
Using the mouse to directly interact with the scene, further visualization parameters can be influenced: viewing position, zoom factor, position of the light
source, material properties, and opacity transfer function. Additionally the windowing metaphor, which is widely employed in medical imaging applications, is
used to adjust contrast and emphasize specific data ranges within the color transfer
function.
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figure
2.3(a)
2.8(b)
2.8(c)
2.9(c)

volume size

H
FHjHkl1FHjHk!l

F Fl
jHF!lmFHjHj
FHjHkl1FHjHk!lmF)n
FHjHkl1FHjHk!lmFHjHk

rendering time
0.09 s
0.18 s
0.17 s
0.17 s

Table 2.2: Rendering times.
As empty regions within the volume are not stored in our implementation, we
are able to handle 4D data (or even data of higher dimensionality) in a memory
efficient way. 4D data is obtained from dynamical system research as parameter
variation produces several (10–100) distinct volume data-sets.

2.4.4

Results

Table 2.2 shows the rendering times of some of the figures from this paper measured on an AMD Athlon 600 PC. All images are 512x512 in size. Most of the
images are single frames from animation sequences which can be found at the web
page of this work (http://www.VRVis.at/vis/research/two-level/), where also further results are shown. Fig. 2.10 shows three of them: surface rendering and value
integration (x-ray-like depiction) were used for the tooth data-set, surface rendering together with NPR resulted in the image of the human head, whereas surface
rendering, MIP, and NPR were used to depict the data from a dynamical system
simulation.

2.5

Summary and conclusions

In this paper we presented the idea of merging several different volume rendering
techniques into a two-level volume rendering method. Segmentation information
is utilized to apply individual rendering techniques to different objects, which additionally are merged into a resulting image through a global rendering step.
We applied our new technique in two areas, namely medical data visualization
and the visualization of dynamical systems. DVR-rendered objects of interest,
for example, which are displayed with MIP-rendered context objects proved to be
useful in both cases.
The decision what rendering method to choose strongly depends on what data
is to be visualized, what structure this data consists of (complex, rather simple,
etc.), and what the user actually wants to see within the data. Often, even one dataset contains objects, which differ significantly with regard to their inner structure
or boundary surface. Our approach allows to take the most appropriate volume
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rendering method on a object-by-object basis, and globally merge the subsequent
result to the final image.
We also experienced that certain visualization setups are quite common to various application fields. Focus-plus-context, for example, which is well-known from
information visualization, also shows up in visualization goals for medical data, or
data of dynamical systems. Users want to peer inside 3D data to investigate some
inner structures, but they also would like to keep surrounding objects integrated
within the visualization, for spatial reference.
Also, being able to implement this new approach of two-level volume rendering
as an interactive tool on PC-hardware, allowed to experience the importance of
interactive investigation of volumetric data. Being able to vary viewing parameters
as well as visualization attributes interactively significantly helps to generate quite
useful results.
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Chapter 3

Fast Visualization
of Object Contours by NonPhotorealistic Volume Rendering

In 2001, the contents of this chapter have been published in the journal Computer Graphics Forum (Blackwell CGF) 20(3), i.e., in the Proceedings of the E U ROGRAPHICS 2001 Conference (EG 2001), pp. C 452 – C 460 (paper “Fast Visualization of Object Contours by Non-Photorealistic Volume Rendering”
by Csébfalvi Balázs, Lukas Mroz, Helwig Hauser, Andreas König, and Eduard
Gröller).
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Fast Visualization of Object Contours
by Non-Photorealistic Volume Rendering
Csébfalvi Balázs, Lukas Mroz, Helwig Hauser, Andreas König, and Eduard Gröller

Abstract
In this paper we present a fast visualization technique for volumetric data, which
is based on a recent non-photorealistic rendering technique. Our new approach
enables alternative insights into 3D data-sets (compared to traditional approaches
such as direct volume rendering or iso-surface rendering). Object contours, which
usually are characterized by locally high gradient values, are visualized regardless of their density values. Cumbersome tuning of transfer functions, as usually
needed for setting up DVR views, for example, is avoided. Instead, a small number of parameters is available to adjust the non-photorealistic display. Based on the
magnitude of local gradient information as well as on the angle between viewing
direction and gradient vector, data-values are mapped to visual properties (color,
opacity), which then are combined to form the rendered image (MIP is proposed as
the default compositing stragtegy here). Due to the fast implementation of this alternative rendering approach, it is possible to interactively investigate the 3D data,
and quickly learn about internal structures. Several further extensions of our new
approach, such as level lines are also presented in this paper.

3.1

Introduction

One important reason for visualization to actually be a useful tool for investigating
large and complex data-sets is that it allows to view the data of interest by means
of different display methods. Especially in the field of volume visualization, where
the user aims to peer inside 3D objects, this ability to vary the ways of visualizing
the interior of a 3D data-set, is very useful.
Traditionally, so called photorealistic approaches dominate the field of volume
visualization. The representation of objects within a 3D data-set by means of isosurfaces, for example, which themselves are approximated by a large collection of
polygons each (cf. marching cubes [83]), as well as the use of transfer functions
to map density values to visual properties, which in turn are composed to the final
image by the use of alpha-blending along viewing rays (cf. direct volume rendering [21, 78]), are just two prominent examples.
One special challenge of most volume rendering approaches is the specification
of parameters such that the resulting images are in fact providing useful insights
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into the objects of interest. With iso-surface rendering, for example, the specification of proper iso-values is crucial for the quality of the visualization. When
direct volume rendering (DVR) is used, the specification of useful transfer functions has been understood as the most demanding and difficult part [59, 24, 28, 62].
Therefore, techniques, which do not require a lot of parameter tuning, while still
conveying useful information about the data-set of interest, proofed to be useful,
especially when applied during the exploration phase of data investigation, i.e.,
when the data should be understood in general.
An interesting experience from working with applications in the field of volume rendering, which is especially important for the work presented in this paper,
is that (during investigation) volumetric data often is interpreted as being composed
of distinct objects, for example, organs within medical data-sets. For a useful depiction of 3D objects, often boundary surfaces are used as a visual representation
of the objects. This is mostly due to the need to avoid visual clutter as much as
possible. Even in direct volume rendering, when transfer functions are used which
also depend on gradient magnitudes [78], visible structures are significantly related
to object boundaries. This is a direct consequence of the fact that voxels, which
belong to object boundaries, typically exhibit relatively high values of gradient
magnitude, i.e., values of first-order derivative information.
In contrast to photorealistic approaches, which stick to (more or less accurate)
models of the illumination of translucent media [90], non-photorealistic techniques
allow to depict user-specified features, like regions of significant surface curvature, for example, regardless of any physically-based rendering. Recently, also
non-photorealistic rendering techniques, which originally have been proposed for
computer graphics in general [111, 74, 23], have been proposed for volume rendering [22, 127], definitely extending the abilities for the investigation of 3D data.
Ebert and Rheingans [22], for example, give a broad spectrum of various nonphotorealistic visual cues (boundary enhancement, sketch lines, silhouettes, feature
halos, etc.) to be easily integrated within the volume visualization pipeline. Also
very interesting, other specialized techniques for the representation of object surfaces have been proposed recently like 3D LIC which is based on an eigenvalue/vector analysis of surface curvature as proposed by Interrante [50], or the representation of surface points by the use of small geometric objects as proposed by
Saito [110].
In this paper, we present a non-photorealistic rendering technique for volumetric data, which does not depend on data-values, but on the magnitude of gradient
information, instead. Thereby, 3D structures, which are characterized by regions
exhibiting significant changes of data-values, become visible without being obstructed by visual representations of rather continuous regions within the 3D dataset. We discuss the importance of high-quality gradient reconstruction, which in
our case is performed by a sophisticated method based on linear regression [102].
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Contour Rendering

In this section we present the non-photorealistic rendering (NPR) model which
we use to display the contours of the objects within the volumetric data-set. The
following characteristics of the rendering model in use are crucial:
no a priori knowledge about the data values
enhancement of internal details
just a few rendering parameters, fast fine tuning
support of optimization for fast previewing
Since we need a model, which is independent of data-values, as a general tool for
volumes of various origins, the data values themselves should not directly
con

tribute to the final result. Instead of the original data-values, a function o 0 pY0 of
gradient magnitudes &uist4&Hused
(note, that for the sake of simplicity ‘ p ’ is used here
v
s
p
r
as a shortcut for ‘
’) in order to characterize the “surfaceness” of a voxel.
This function can be defined as a windowing function by default determining
the range of interest in the domain of gradient magnitudes (Figure 3.1). Our model
enhances the voxels with higher value of function o emphasizing the surfaces of
different objects.
The traditional way of iso-surface enhancement is to use a transfer function,
where the opacities are weighted by the gradient magnitudes [78]. This solution
has the following drawbacks:
time consuming transfer function specification
limited number of iso-surfaces rendered at the same time
internal details like cavities can be easily missed
ray-casting-based rendering is computationally expensive
Considering these disadvantages we do not follow the idea of rendering several
iso-surfaces. Instead of this we propose a non-photorealistic visualization model.
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a) projection: MIP

b) proj.: MIP + depth cueing

c) projection: LMIP

d) opacity modulated

e) plus level lines

f) front view

Figure 3.2: Different options of using non-photorealistic rendering for the visualization of object contours within volumes.
Our goal is to give a first 3D impression about the content of the volume preferably
without missing important features. Therefore, only the silhouette lines of isosurfaces are rendered in order to avoid the hiding of important details. Previously
this idea has been used only for single iso-surfaces defined by a density threshold
and reconstructed by the “marching cubes” algorithm. The silhouette enhancement
can be adapted to volumes, where the contours of all the objects can be rendered
at the same time providing images
which are rich in details. In our model we
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use a view-dependent function
which assigns higher weights to voxels
belonging to an object contour:
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MIP
LMIP
threshold

ray parameter

Figure 3.3: Local maximum intensity projection (LMIP).
After having these view-dependent intensities calculated at the sample points along
a viewing ray we can use maximum intensity projection (MIP), thus the highest
sample intensity fisw assigned
to the given ray. Note that, the classification accord
Wx 
ing to function
results a sparse volume significantly reducing the number
of voxels which contribute to the final image. This approach has two advantages.
There is no visual overload (unlike in direct volume rendering, when several isosurfaces are rendered at the same time) and this property can also be exploited in
the optimization of the rendering process as we will show it in the further discussion. Figure 3.2(a) showsfw the CT
scan of a human head rendered using the contour

Wx 
, where you can see the contours of the skull, the
enhancement function
skin, and the brain at the same time.
If simple maximum intensity projection is used, depth information is not appearent in the image. The spatial impression can be improved by using simple
depth cueing where the intensities of sample points are weighted according to their
distance from the viewpoint. Figure 3.2(b) shows an image generated with this
depth-cueing extension. Here for instance, the contours of the ears are better recognizable than in Figure 3.2(a).
Even if depth cueing is used it can happen that some higher intensity contours
hide the weaker contours which are closer to the viewer. This might be confusing in
correct interpretation of the image. In medical imaging practice usually local maximum intensity projection (LMIP) is applied instead of traditional MIP in order to
avoid such problems [116]. The idea is to project the first local maximum intensity
onto the image plane, which is higher than a predefined threshold (Figure 3.3).
This technique can be adapted also to the view-dependent intensities defined in
our method. Figure 3.2(c) shows
an image rendered using the LMIP of our contour
 fw Wx 
.
enhancing intensity function
Another alternative of keeping the depth information is to assign the values
of functionfw o as  colors and opacities modulated by the view-dependent intensity

Wx
function
(Equation 3.2) to the sample points and to perform an alphablending rendering.
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This approach demonstrated in Figure 3.2(d) emphasizes rather the contours of
larger objects and the smaller details are less visible. This version is appropriate
for data sets which contain many high frequency regions. In this case only the main
characteristic contours are enhanced.
The basic contour projection approach can be extended by also rendering some
additional characteristic lines like level lines. For instance, every twentieth slice
is selected in the volume and independently from the viewing direction the values
of function o are assigned as intensities to the voxels of the selected slices. These
assigned intensities are rendered by maximum intensity projection as well but using
a different color channel in order to distinguish the level lines from the object
contours (Figure 3.2(e)). Of course these level lines can be perpendicular to any
arbitrary direction as well.
Figure 3.2(e) clearly illustrate that the additional characteristic lines improve
the spatial impression without hiding the important features. After having the image generated the user can interactively and separately scale the intensity of different color channels. It is also possible to simply switch off the display of additional
characteristic lines.
Figure 3.4 shows internal organs of a human body rendered by our combined
technique. Without taking care about the different density ranges the contours
of the skin, the lungs, the spine, and the pelvis are visualized at the same time.
The branches of the bronchia inside the lungs are also visible. These are typical
low density cavities which can be hardly rendered using the conventional transfer
function based ray casting.
Figure 3.2(f) shows also the rendering of such internal cavities, where generating the front view of the human head the frontal sinuses are clearly visible.
For rendering the CT scan of human vertebrae containing screws, which is
depicted in Figure 3.5 it would be confusing to use any additional characteristic
lines. Note that, the visualization of the screws would require quite some time
to find an appropriate transfer function if traditional direct volume rendering was
applied.

3.3

Gradient Estimation

Usually in volume rendering the conventional method of central differences is used
for gradient estimation. Since it takes only a narrow voxel neighborhood into account it causes typical staircase artifacts. Contour enhancing as it is described in
this paper is very sensitive to accuracy in gradient directions, therefore a more
sophisticated gradient estimation is required.
We use the results of our previous work published in [102]. The gradient estimation method presented there is based on linear regression, where in a local
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Figure 3.4: Non-photorealistic visualization of internal organs.

Figure 3.5: Non-photorealistic rendering of human vertebrae with screws inside.
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neighborhood the density function is approximated by a 3D hyperplane. The error of the approximation is defined as a mean square penalty function which is
evaluated at each neighboring voxel position using a ring off weighting of error
contributions. The minimization of the equation system leads to a computationally
efficient convolution. Since the surface inclination is estimated from a larger voxel
neighborhood, therefore we obtain a smooth gradient function.

3.4

Rendering

Two different implementations of the non-photorealistic method have been used
for generating the images shown in this paper. A high-quality, perspective ray
caster (Fig. 3.2, 3.4, and 3.5) and an interactive shear-warp based implementation
(Fig. 3.8) which is discussed below in detail.
When the lighting model from equation 3.2 is used, the usual spatial queues
which are offered by conventional rendering with a physics-based lighting model
are not available. If in addition MIP is used to obtain pixel colors, depth information is also lost due to the inherent lack of occlusion within MIP images. The
ability to interactively modify the viewing parameters and to change the view-point
becomes crucial for understanding the result of the visualization process.
A precondition to achieve interactive rendering performance for volume visualization without special volume rendering hardware like a VolumePro board [103]
is the ability to exclude from rendering parts of the volume which do not contribute
to the resulting image with utmost efficiency. Classical volume rendering is based
on compositing the contributions of samples along rays according to their opacity.
In this case either “empty”, entirely transparent regions, or parts of the volume located within high-opacity objects which are occluded by outer parts of the object
can be omitted. Skipping of empty regions is usually performed using either a hierarchical approach (for example based on octrees [70]) or by encoding the distance
to the closest non-transparent structure at each sample within the volume [13]. The
skipping of non-contributing data within high-opacity regions can be done using
front-to-back rendering and early ray termination.
If equation 3.2 is used for determining the color of a voxel, it’s potential influence on the resulting image depends on two factors: First, the windowed magnitude
of the gradient at the voxel, and second on the angle between the gradient and the
current viewing direction. Similarly to the definition of classical opacity transfer
functions, the influence of gradient magnitude onfw}
a  voxel
changes only if the win

0
p
0
can easily be skipped
dowing function is modified. Voxels with o
using one of the established techniques for empty space encoding. Most of the
remaining voxels with a higher gradient magnitude also do not contribute
any sig
fw}~ x
 
,
s
0
p
0
nificant information to a contour image, due to the influence of the
term. Unfortunately, this term is view dependent, making any of the conventional
volume region skipping techniques infeasible.
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In the following sections we will discuss two approaches for skipping noncontributing voxels within the volume. Their applicability is closely coupled to
the used rendering technique. The method used to achieve interactive rendering is
therefore outlined first.

3.4.1

Preprocessing

Effective rendering of volumetric data sets where voxel contributions depend
on gradient magnitude, requires methods which are able to efficiently deal with
“sparse” volumes. For example, potentially contributing voxels can be extracted
from the volume and to stored in a list. For each of those voxels, it’s position and
relevant attributes, like data value or gradient direction and magnitude are stored.
The voxels within the list are ordered to meet requirements of a specific rendering
technique. For MIP for example, sorting and projecting the voxels by data value
eliminates the need for maximum search and allows efficient skipping of voxels
mapped to black [98]. For DVR, sorting the potentially contributing voxels by
depth eliminates the need to process empty voxels while still maintaining a correct
order of compositing [100]. Voxels from common sized ( FHjHk ^ ) data sets stored in
this way can be rendered at interactive frame rates using for example shear-warp
based projection [40]. To achieve interactive frame rates, this method performs
parallel projection only, using nearest neighbor interpolation for projecting voxels
onto the base plane.
A quantization of gradient vectors to 12-16 bit allows to perform shading by a
single table lookup using the gradient vector as an index. The effort for computing the lookup table is negligible. For scanned data sets even the quantization to
only 12 bit per gradient still provides visually satisfactory results. Despite of the
reduction in accuracy by quantization, performing gradient reconstruction using a
high-quality method is still recommended, to avoid staircase artefacts as introduced
by using the central differences method.

3.4.2

Optimizations for MIP

In our case, voxel intensities are not constant data
values from the volume as com fw Wx 
result from a function which
monly used for MIP projection. Intensities
depends on the viewing direction and gradient magnitude. This property makes
a global pre-sorting of voxels by intensity impossible. However, proper ordering
of the voxels can be used to group and efficiently skip groups of voxels mapped
to black either by windowing of the gradient magnitude or by the influence of the
current viewing direction.
For
maximum intensity
projection, the order of projecting voxels is not relevant
f  -
   

as 
. Thus, voxels do not have to be ordered and projected
in spatial order. If we instead group voxels with the same or a similar gradient
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Figure 3.6: Voxel ordering for MIP (2D). Voxels are grouped by (quantized) gradient direction.fw Within
the groups, voxels are sorted by gradient magnitude. Only
Wx }z
are rendered, within a group rendering is stopped after
groups with 
 fw Wx 1]
the first voxel with
direction, we can exploit the fact, that voxels which are not part of a contour for
the current viewing direction, are mapped do low intensity values. Entire groups
fw Wx 
of voxels with a similar gradient direction can be skipped, if the intensity 
of a representative of this group is below some (see Fig. 3.6). The quantization
of gradient vectors for rendering leads to the required clustering of voxels into
groups with the same gradient representation. For typical data sets, over 75% of
all voxel scan be skipped by exploiting just this scheme. Furthermore, within a
group of voxels with the same gradient representation, voxels can be sorted by
gradient magnitude. If projection of voxels within a group starts with voxels with
the highest gradient magnitude, processing
of the
group can be stopped as soon as

 fw Wx 
below has been projected.
the first voxel with an intensity
This arrangement of voxels allows to skip non-contributing parts of the data
with utmost efficiency. The disadvantage of this optimization is the restriction
of the compositing process to maximum intensity selection. Due to the arbitrary
spatial ordering of the voxels, blending of voxel contributions is not feasible.

3.4.3

Optimizations for Back-to-front Compositing

To maintain full flexibility in the choice of compositing operations, like local MIP
or alpha-blending, a spatially consistent ordering of the projected voxels has to
be maintained. If shear-warp based projection is used, only the order in which
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Figure 3.7: Voxel ordering for back-to-front rendering: Voxels within
each
slice


are sorted by gradient magnitude. Voxels which are mapped to 0 by o 0 pY0 can be
skipped efficiently.
slices of voxels are projected is relevant (consistently back-to-front or front-toback). Within a slice of voxels, the ordering is not relevant as long as projections
of neighboring voxels do not influence each other. Nearest neighbor interpolation
for the projection to the base-plane meets this requirement.
The grouping into

slices has to be performed for each principal viewing axis - , K , and L separately.
Depending on the viewing direction, one of the three copies is used for rendering
(the usual approach to shear-warp rendering).
Voxels with a gradient magnitude below a specific threshold do not provide
a useful contribution to an image rendered using our model. Only about 25% of
all voxels have a sufficiently high gradient magnitude, and are thus included into
the extracted data structure, thus keeping the memory requirements at a reasonable
level.
Within a slice, voxels are sorted according to gradient magnitude. During rendering, only voxels which are not mapped to black due to their gradient magnitude
(see Fig. 3.7)
have
to be considered. Voxels mapped to black due to the cur

rently used o 0 pY0 are located at the end of the voxel list of the slice and can be
efficiently skipped. Compared to the MIP-only ordering of voxels described in the
previous section, significantly more voxels have to be rendered. Voxel skipping is
only based on the “surfaceness” (i.e. gradient magnitude) of a voxel, but not on the
view-dependent property of being part of a contour.
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Figure 3.8: Interactive non-photorealistic rendering results

3.4.4

Interactive rendering – discussion

As usual for interactive rendering, a high frame rate is achieved by trading off
rendering quality and accuracy against speed. The most important factor for the
quality of contour images is the accuracy of gradient vectors (Sec. 3.3). By quantizing gradients to a few bit for interactive rendering, limits are set to the exponent
7 in Equ. 3.1. High values of 7 result in very sharp and thin contours. The quantization error of gradients close to the contour is therefore amplified and results in
too bright or too dark voxel contributions. For a quantization to 12 bit as used by
our implementation, an exponent around 4 provides a sufficiently narrow contour
without producing disturbing artefacts (Fig. 3.8).
Due to more efficient skipping of black voxels and a simpler compositing operation for projecting a voxel, rendering using MIP is faster (see Tab. 3.1) than when
blending of voxel contributions is used. Although MIP allows to depict the most
significant features of a volume (see Fig. 3.8e, f), the lack of occlusion and depth
information in MIP images may be a disadvantage. The high interactivity of nonphotorealistic rendering using MIP compensates for this disadvantage by adding
time as an additional degree of freedom for the visualization (i.e. interactive viewpoint changes).
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head/mip
head/blend
screws/mip
screws/blend

volume
size
D
FHjHk
FHjHk

D

l1FHFHj
l1F)n

voxels rendered
102k
366k
337k
942k

time
85ms
150ms
130ms
270ms

Table 3.1: Rendering Times
More flexibility is gained by using opacity-modulated blending of voxel contributions for rendering. The rendering times are acceptable (Tab. 3.1), although
slower than for MIP. Depending on the source of voxel opacity, different effects
can be achieved. By setting the opacity equal to voxel intensity (Fig. 3.8a) an
effect similar to MIP is achieved, with the difference, that occlusion and spatial
ordering of the voxels is taken into account. Contours in areas with a higher gradient magnitude are depicted brighter
than in areas with lower gradient magni

tude. If opacity is derived from o 0 pq0 only, the resulting image displays a blended
set of surfaces with lighted contours (Fig. 3.8b). This approach can be also well
used to enhance contours [22] in addition to Phong shading for surface rendering (Fig. 3.8c). For segmented data which allows to distinguish between different
objects, non-photorealistic methods can be easily combined with other rendering
methods, for example with conventional surface rendering (Fig. 3.8d).
The rendering times provided in table 3.1 have been measured using a Java
implementation of the algorithms on a PII/400MHz processor with Sun JDK 1.3
for Windows.

3.5

Conclusion

In this paper an interactive non-photorealistic volume rendering technique has been
presented. It is proposed for fast viewing of different types of data sets without
assuming any a priori knowledge about the density values. Our simplified visualization model does not require a time-consuming transfer function specification
which is necessary in traditional direct volume rendering. It has been shown that
using a simple contour enhancement approach different important details can be visualized simultaneously. This is hardly possible with rendering of semi-transparent
iso-surfaces.
Our view-dependent voxel classification results in a sparse volume, therefore
the number of voxels which contribute to the final image is significantly reduced.
On one hand using this approach the visual overload can be avoided without missing the internal features, like low density cavities. On the other hand the data reduction can be exploited in the optimization of the rendering process. Since real-time
rotation is very important in order to improve the spatial impression an interactive
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rendering technique has been presented as well. The main characteristic of the interactive approach is a reordering of voxels during a preprocessing step in a way,
that voxels mapped to black during rendering due to their gradient magnitude or
due to the direction of their gradient vectors can be skipped with high efficiency.
This is a pure software-based acceleration method which provides high frame rates
even on low-end machines. It also supports the combination of traditional direct
volume visualization and non-photorealistic volume rendering.
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Chapter 4

Interactive Volume Visualization
of Complex Flow Semantics

In 2003, the contents of this chapter have been published in in the Proceedings of
the 8th International Fall Workshop “Vision, Modeling, and Visualization 2003”
(VMV 2003), pp. 191–198 (paper “Interactive Volume Visualization of Complex Flow Semantics” by Helwig Hauser and Matej Mlejnek).
The contents of this chapter (paper) are a result from a collaborative project
with Matej Mlejnek (one of Helwig Hauser’s diploma students). Related papers
(co-authored by Helwig Hauser) are:
Two-Level Volume Rendering [41], a strongly related paper, also contained
in this thesis as chapter 2, and Two-level volume rendering - fusing MIP
and DVR [40], an earlier version of this paper
RTVR - a flexible java library for interactive volume rendering [95], a
related paper about fast volume rendering
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Smooth Brushing for Focus+Context Visualization of Simulation Data
in 3D [20], a tightly related paper, and Interactive Feature Specification
for Focus+Context Visualization of Complex Simulation Data [19], also
a tightly related paper
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Interactive Volume Visualization
of Complex Flow Semantics
Helwig Hauser and Matej Mlejnek

Abstract
Comprehending results from 3D CFD simulation is a difficult task. In this paper, we present a semantics-based approach to feature-based volume rendering of
3D flow data. We make use of interactive feature specification to acquire so-called
degree-of-interest (DOI) values, which describe what is most interesting to the user
(at a current point in time). We adapt three visualization techniques to achieve better visualization answers to specific user questions: (a) isosurfacing the degree of
interest – a triplet of isosurfaces represents certain levels of interest; (b) feature
volumes – volume rendering is used to depict 3D distributions of DOI values; and
(c) interest-based seeding of streamlines, resulting in streamlines which are automatically placed in regions of special interest. We utilize HW-accelerated resampling and fast shear-warp volume rendering (RTVR) for real-time viewing, also
providing two-level volume rendering, which allows to integrate all of the abovementioned approaches.

4.1

Introduction

The visualization of flow datasets which result from computational simulation
gains increasing importance due to the increased use of flow simulation in several fields of modern industry – a well-known example is the simulation of air
flow around models of new flight vehicles. In our case, the visualization users
simulate fluid and/or gas flows within complex 3D geometries, such as combustion processes in the automotive environment. Due to the size and the complexity
of their data, user-oriented visualization is needed to help with answering specific
questions about the data during data analysis and exploration. Also, visualization proves to be very useful when the simulation process itself is investigated –
questions such as of whether the grid design was appropriate with respect to the
simulated flow features or of whether the boundary conditions actually provided
a useful interface between the “world setting” of the simulation and its inner processes are frequently checked after simulation.
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Figure 4.1: Visualization of a backflow region in a catalytic converter (upper image) and the mixing of hot and cold water (lower image).

4.1.1

Flow data and visualization

The visualization of flow data still is a challenging field of research and applications. This is because usually huge lots of data-items need to be visualized, often
complex grid structures are involved, and real flows usually are three-dimensional
and time-dependent (posing major challenges such as tremendous resource requirements, dealing with unsteady data, and handling of occlusion). Results from computational flow simulation also often provide several additional data attributes per
data-item such as pressure, temperature, etc., requiring visualization techniques for
multi-dimensional data.
To cope with the above mentioned challenges, visualization techniques are required, which focus on especially interesting subsets of the data. If not all of the
data is shown simultaneously, occlusion problems are reduced and resource re65
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quirements are moderated. Feature-based visualization of flow data is one very
useful approach as well as focus+context visualization of data from flow simulation. While literature [105] already provides very good solutions in feature-based
visualization – examples are iconic visualization of flow features [108, 131] or the
use of flow topology for visualization [43, 117] –, focus+context visualization of
flow data only recently became an active field of research [19]. The work presented
here builds upon this latter approach.
With respect to the multi-dimensional character of data from computational
flow simulation, visualization techniques which extend the usual domain of scientific visualization are needed. In information visualization we find many useful
approaches to the visualization of multi-dimensional data [11, 63]. The integration
of techniques from information visualization such as scatterplots, histograms, and
parallel coordinates [48] already proved to be useful, also in scientific visualization [34].

4.1.2

Flow data and volume visualization

Volume rendering is one of the most prominent fields of visualization research.
Very useful results have been achieved in medical applications. Volume rendering
also has been applied to data from flow simulation [16, 122]. However, the specification of proper transfer functions – which already is a challenging problem in 3D
medical visualization – is an even greater challenge in 3D flow visualization. This
probably is due to the fact that medical data and flow data inherently have different
data characteristics. Whereas in medical data we usually have tissue boundaries
(which usually are to be shown in medical visualization), in flow data we often
miss such rather sharp boundaries between subsets of the data (of course there are
counter-examples such as shock waves, also).
Flow features often are smoothly delimited. Thus tools, which already proved
their excellence in medical applications such as isosurfaces (computed with marching cubes [83]) and alpha-compositing of gradient-weighted voxel data [78, 61], do
not produce as meaningful results as in medical visualization. The respective visualization metaphor of representing data by some kind of thresholding needs to
be adapted to data from flow simulation. In this paper, we adapt – as one part
of our contribution (section 4.4) – isosurfacing and alpha-compositing for volume
rendering to better match the special situation of 3D flow visualization.

4.1.3

User questions and visualization

The other part of our contribution in this paper is that we more directly involve the
user within the visualization process. We do so to more specifically respond to the
actual user questions. A typical user question would enquire all those places in the
flow domain where the temperature is high and the flow is slow, for example.
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Therefore, a tool for interactive analysis should (a) allow the users to easily
formulate their questions and (b) also provide useful visualization answers, which
are tailored to the user questions. In our software, we use an interactive assessment
step in the first place [19, 20], which is based on multiple, linked views as well as
on interactive brushing to determine what the user currently is most interested in
(see section 4.2 for more details).
So the two main contributions of this paper are (a) the embedding of voxelbased volume rendering in our framework for interactive analysis and exploration
of 3D flow data (through resampling to a Cartesian grid, see section 4.3) and (b) the
adaptation of voxel-based iso-surfacing, volume rendering, and dense streamlines
(section 4.4) to better reflect the specific user interests (utilizing degree-of-interest
values for visualization). All of the here described extensions have been integrated
within a real-time volume rendering software (RTVR [95], see section 4.5 before
results, conclusions, etc.).

4.2

Interactive Data Assessment

In this section, we describe how a system of multiple, linked views is used (together
with interactive brushing) to determine what the user currently is most interested
in. We also describe degree-of-interest (DOI) values which are used to represent
the results of the data assessment.

4.2.1

Linking and brushing

In the interactive assessment step, the user investigates the multi-dimensional simulation data by using multiple, linked views, which all show the same data, but usually different data attributes thereof. We provide scatterplots, histograms, and also
parallel coordinates for flow data assessment. On demand, the user brings up views
as required and adjusts them to show exactly those data dimensions which currently
are most related to the user’s current interest (see figure 4.2 for an example).
After interactive exploration in these views, the user starts to formulate what he
or she is most interested in: to do so, the user works out interesting data-items by
iteratively restricting the subset of interest with respect to certain data dimensions.
This is achieved by interactively brushing what actually is shown in the views.
Step by step, the user concretizes the description of his or her current interest. 3D
visualization, as described below (section 4.4), supports this step by interactive
spatial feedback.
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Figure 4.2: A scatterplot of the catalytic converter data ( : over-all velocities,
K : vertical flow components). Interactive brushing was used to select data with a
significant “downwards” flow component.

4.2.2

Degree-of-interest values

As already mentioned, we use degree-of-interest (DOI) values to represent what the
user (currently) is most interested in. In the case of several concurrent user questions, multiple DOI values are attached to each data-item. Smooth brushing [20] is
used to gain DOI values which non-binarily are distributed in the interval between

(no interest at all) and (100% interest). Thereby, the user can work around the
case that the smooth distribution of data properties across the flow domain does
not allow for a sharp and still meaningful segmentation into interesting versus not
interesting parts of the flow. This also can be interpreted as assigning a fuzzy set
membershipwith respect to the data subset of interest.
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To enable users to specifically formulate their questions it is necessary to allow
complex combinations of simple restrictions. In the interface of our application,
logical AND- and OR-combinations are provided through the use of modifier keys
while brushing with the mouse. The application explicitly represents a composite
brush in terms of a so-called feature definition language [19]; a separate view, similar to a regular tree viewer of a file system, allows to directly manipulate the settings
of each and any brush via sliders and numeric input. DOI values are computed from
the logical composition tree by hierarchically using a min- or a max-combination
where a t-norm (AND) or a t-conorm (OR) is required, respectively.
Although there are interesting alternatives for logical combinations of fuzzy
sets [60], we chose min/max for our system, allowing for fast computations and
also the drop-off to zero, when combining two fractional values, is minimal with
respect to other alternatives.

4.3

HW-Accelerated Resampling

Flow data-sets from computational simulation usually are laid out on non-Cartesian
grids such as unstructured grids. To enable fast volume visualization, we use a
variant of a hardware-accelerated resampling approach [136] to provide fast access
to the flow data with respect to Cartesian coordinates.
The simulation results we are using are given in the form of cell-based data,
i.e., data attributes such as the flow vector, pressure, etc., are given for each grid
cell, as opposed to a per-vertex specification.
For fast volume visualization it is crucial to efficiently interrogate any data attribute with respect to (almost) arbitrary spatial location. Since we usually need
access to multiple attributes during visualization, we decided to not directly resample all the data themselves, attribute by attribute, but to compute an intermediate 3D
redirection table that maps spatial locations to the corresponding original grid cells.
Such a redirection table uses much less memory than resampling all the original
attributes into individual Cartesian grids. The redirection table is a 3D Cartesian
grid of a given resampling resolution (usually we use 512 voxels along the dimension of greatest extent), where each voxel contains the ID of the original grid cell
corresponding to the spatial coordinates of that voxel.
In order to compute this table, we first decompose the original grid cells into
tetrahedra. Each tetrahedron is assigned the ID of the corresponding original cell.
Since our resampler employs graphics hardware for the actual resampling process,
we split up the integer ID into four 8-bit parts that fit into the R, G, B, and A channels of a hardware color specification. During resampling, each cell is assigned the
constant RGBA color corresponding to its ID and rasterized into the output grid,
yielding a redirection table of 32-bit cell ID voxels.
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Then, since the original data attributes are available for each cell, mapping a
Cartesian location to any of its corresponding attributes becomes a simple two-step
process. First, the location is mapped to its corresponding cell ID via the redirection table. Then, the cell ID is mapped to the actual desired attribute corresponding
to that cell.
Through this kind of resampling we trade memory-efficiency and flexibility
for limited visual quality of the results – the redirection table basically equals a
zero-order reconstruction of the data. However, high quality output anyhow is not
essential for exploration/analysis of simulation data.

4.4

Visualization Mapping

In this section we describe adaptations of three well-know visualization algorithms
(isosurfacing, volume rendering, and streamline rendering) to better match the situation of visualizing 3D flow semantics.

4.4.1

Isosurfacing the degree of interest

Isosurfaces are a very useful instrument to visualize scalar data in 3D. This is
mostly due to their visually sharp appearance. When shaded, very good depth
perception is achieved. The worth of an isosurface, however, is dependent on
how meaningful the respective isovalue is (see also related work about how to
find meaningful isovalues [4, 134]).
An isosurface is a sharp visual distiction between data-items with a referenceattribute lower than the isovalue from those with larger attribute values. If the distribution of the investigated data attribute is rather smooth with respect to its spatial
locations, then an isosurface can provide reduced information in places where there
is not much change in the data attribute of interest – a small variation of the isovalue
can then cause drastic changes in the geometric layout of the isosurface.
Below, we now present two variants of standard isosurfaces which better reflect their sharpness with respect to the underlying data, thus being better suited
for rather smooth data such as flow data from computational simulation. Since
all of the here described volume visualization techniques are integrated within a
volume rendering setup, the below described isosurfaces are represented as voxelsurfaces [95].
Gradient-dependent opacity of isosurfaces
As a first extension, we present isosurfaces which exhibit a surface opacity which
is dependent on the gradient magnitude with respect to the data attribute under
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Figure 4.3: Isosurface with respect to 316 K (hot water floating in from the top
inlet), whose voxels are more opaque the larger the temperature gradient is at the
same voxel. Similarly, the color of the isosurface varies from red (large gradients)
via yellow to greed. In this case the resampling resolution was much higher than
the original grid resolution, yielding staircase-effects at the isosurface.
investigation. Similar to windowing of intensity values in medical visualization,
the opacity  of an isosurface-voxel  is defined as
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where   denotes the gradient of the investigated data attribute, o)  and ou bound a
range of gradient magnitudes in which the surface opacity linearly increases
from
$&)(

  to  . While ou  often is set to , setting an upper limit of o)g±
 0   0 especially is useful when parts of the isosurface coincide with the boundary geometry
of the flow where usually large gradients occur.
A sample image demonstrating this kind of a isosurface is shown in figure 4.3.
The more transparent the isosurface is, the less it actually tells due to small gradients at the respective places. Also, a color transfer function has been used which
assigns three different colors with respect to small (green), medium, and large gradient magnitudes (red). This color scheme is an additional help with the correct
interpretation of the isosurface.
Isosurface triplets
Another extension of standard isosurfaces are isosurface triplets, which also help
to correctly read the sharpness of an isosurface. Instead of one isosurface, a set of
three semi-transparent isosurfaces is rendered (also compare to related work [31]).
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Figure 4.4: Isosurface triplet used to represent a user’s interest in hot regions of the
flow. Red denotes maximal interest (hottest parts), green medium interest, and blue
least interest, all according to an interactive DOI assessment. Again, the blocky
appearance of the surface structures result from the relatively low grid resolution
with respect to resampling and rendering.
With respect to one so-called reference isosurface (isovalue ²)³ ´µ and surface opacity ³ ´µ ), two additional isosurfaces (isovalues ²u¶ and ²)· , opacities ¶ and U· )
are specified. We propose two different specification modes for isosurface triplets:
reference-inside and intermediate-reference.
In the  reference-inside
mode of an isosurface triplet, surface isovalues are

²)·
²)³ ´µ , i.e., the reference isosurface is the inner-most, assumsorted ² ¶
ing that the data attribute under investigation exhibits increasing values outsidein.
Usually
an equidistant
spacing between the three isovalues is used such that

c
g
²)³ ´µ , ²)·
²)· , ² ¶
²)¸ ´¹ , where the user can adjust ²)¸ ´¹ in the user interface.
For the reference-inside type of isosurface
triplets, increasing values of surface


U·
³º´µ with ³ ´µ @
opacities proved to be useful:  ¶
. Again, an equidistant spacing of the three opacities is useful. The reference-inside isosurface triplet
O,» to represent the 100%-interest
is useful for DOI visualization, using ²)³ ´µ

FHj½¼ , for example, to also denote
subsets with the reference isosurface, and ²)¸ ´¹
where interest drops to 75% and 50%, respectively. In figure 4.4 we demonstrate
this kind of DOI visualization (red: 100%-interest, blue: 50%-interest).
In the  intermediate-reference
mode of an isosurface triplet, isovalues are

sorted ²u¶
²)³ ´µ
²)· , i.e., the reference isosurface is in-between the two others. Two different variants
of setting
the isovalue
spacing proved to be useful:

O
O
,
,
equidistant spacing with ²)· ²)³º´µ
²)³º´µ
² ¶
²)¸ ´T¹ , where the user sets ²)¸ ´¹ ,
and proportional spacing with
²)³ ´µ ,

² ¶

²)³ ´µ ,

²) 
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Figure 4.5: Volume rendering of all those places in a catalytic converter where flow
vectors exhibit a relatively strong vertical flow component (red: upwards, blue:
downwards) – a recirculation bubble becomes apparent in the upper part, before
conversion block.
with ²)  and ²) denoting the value range of the data attribute under investigation. In this case, the isovalues of the additional two isosurfaces partition the value
range below and above the reference isovalue proportionally. Thereby, for example, it is possible to easily adjust the isosurface triplet in a way such that, regardless which isovalue is used for the reference isosurface, the outer isosurface always
represents the property boundary halfway to minimum (with respect to the data
attribute under investigation), and the inner
isosurface
halfway
to maximum. For

C

U·
³ ´µ , ¸ ´T¹
is used with the user
the surface opacity setting, usually  ¶

.
setting ³ ´µ¾¿ ¸ ´T¹ ¾
In addition to the specific settings of the isosurface opacities as described
above, coloring the isosurfaces in red (reference isosurface), green (inner), and blue
(outer) is useful for a better visual distinction of the stacked and semitransparent
isosurfaces.
Our implementation also supports the use of isosurface-quintuplets. However,
using more than three semi-transparent isosurfaces stacked over each other, really
poses difficulties for visual discrimination. Future work could clarify whether a
more sophisticated modelling of the isosurface opacity, like the use of curvaturedirected strokes [51] can furthermore improve the 3D perception of isosurface
triplets/quintuplets.
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Figure 4.6: Illuminated streamlines representing a user’s interest in streamlines
whose origins coincide with the hot inflow.

4.4.2

Volume rendering of DOI values

Another useful volume visualization technique for scalar data laid out in threespace is volume rendering by means of alpha-compositing [78]. In our case we use
this technique to visualize DOI values instead of original data values. We map DOI
values to voxel opacities in a one-to-one manner such that DOI values of 1 appear
opaque (or at least with maximal opacity) and DOI values of 0 are not visible at all.
The application of this kind of DOI visualization usually is based on the definition of multiple DOI attributes (in the sense of segmenting the flow data into
several interesting subsets). We use the hue of voxel colors to visually differentiate
between different DOI objects. Usually we vary the color intensity according to
Phong illumination [104]. When multiple volumetric DOI objects overlap in one
voxel, one voxel overrides the other based on a random choice – since such cases
usually are rare (due to the segmentation approach used), this solution has been
sufficiently accurate in our case. In figure 4.5 we see two DOI objects (one red and
one blue) with varying opacities according to their DOI values.

4.4.3

Interest-dependent streamlines

Streamlines are a very useful instrument to visualize instantaneous vector fields.
Due to their character of visually connecting flow locations along virtual paths of
massless particles, streamlines give an intuitive image of a flow dataset. Evenlyspaced streamlines, which fill up the flow domain in a well-distributed way, are
well-accepted for two-dimensional flows [52]. However, in 3D flow visualization,
selective streamline placement is needed to avoid problems with occlusion [6].
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Figure 4.7: Illuminated streamlines representing a user’s interest in how two flows
join in a simple T-junction. Two regions of interest were used to gain two (differently colored) objects of streamlines.
In previous work [81] we use the vicinity to topological structures such as characteristic trajectories in the flow data to selectively seed streamlines. In this work,
we now use the spatial distribution of DOI values to selectively seed streamlines.
To do so, evenly-spaced streamline seeding [52] is extended to 3D. Streamlines
are only seeded in regions where the DOI value is . From there, streamlines are
integrated forwards and backwards until they either exit the flow domain, violate
the minimal distance to other streamlines, or just get too long with respect to a
user-defined maximal length of streamlines.
To integrate DOI-based streamlines within our volume visualization setup, we
assume that streamlines have a certain width and rasterize them into our voxel
grid such that the voxel opacities are set according to the proportional overlap of
the streamline and the respective voxel. We use a j-Àj-À}j sub-voxels accuracy
when computing the overlap of (thick) streamlines and voxels, thus gaining antialiased streamlines, which is of great importance for useful results. Furthermore,
voxel opacities are also dimmed down according to the DOI values exhibited at the
respective streamline points. Thereby, the streamlines fade out according to the degree of interest. For lighting, we use the illuminated streamlines model [141] to furthermore support the 3D perception of streamlines in our visualization. Figure 4.6
demonstrates the use of DOI-based streamlines on the example of a T-junction.
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4.5

Real-time Volume Rendering

Gradient-dependent isosurfaces and isosurface triplets, as well as volume rendering
of DOI values and interest-weighted streamlines have been integrated on the basis
of RTVR [95], which is a fast volume rendering software providing several different modi of volume rendering such as standard alpha-compositing, maximumintensity projection (MIP), and non-photorealistic contour rendering [17]. The use
of RTVR for flow volume rendering provided flexibility with respect to modeling as well as fast rendering. These advantages came at the cost of limited visual
quality, which however is not so important during analysis and exploration.
Two-level volume rendering [41] is used for datasets which are composed of
several, explicitly separated objects so that different rendering modi can be used
for different objects.
In this work, we build up RTVR-objects for every representation of a user’s particular interest. Thereby, the user interactively composes a set of volumetric objects
(extended isosurfaces, truly volumetric objects, and streamlines, recall section 4.4)
in dependence on as many data attributes as necessary, in simple or in complex
manner (recall section 4.2). For the case that two or more objects make use of one
voxel, different strategies apply. When multiple iso-surface voxels coincide within
on voxel, preintegration of object values is performed to mix the different surface
contributions accordingly. Streamline voxels and isosurface voxels override volume voxels, whereas between streamline voxels and isosurface voxels, the object
with the more recent specification overrides the other. For every object the user can
decide in which style the respective object should be rendered.
Isosurfaces usually are of one color and shaded while their opacity may vary
with respect to the data gradient. Isosurfaces also can be rendered by using the
non-photorealistic contour rendering, thereby giving very good context for the entire visualization (see the visualization of the boundary geometry in figure 4.7 for
an example). For volume rendering, either shaded voxels are used or voxels whose
color intensities depend on the DOI attribute. Voxel opacities usually represent the
DOI attribute which the voxel object was made dependent on during specification.
Streamlines are either illuminated [141] or colored such that the intensity represents the DOI attribute for which the streamlines have been requested. Opacity of
streamlines is used for anti-aliasing.
In general, we use hue to discriminate objects from each other. This approach
already proved to be very useful in medical applications [95] and also in the context of flow data, color coding the different 3D objects different from each other
significantly eases the perceptual distinction of them.
RTVR provides several useful tools for volume visualization which also in
this application helped a lot with comprehending the results of computational flow
simulation: interactive change of lighting conditions, the interactive change of an
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Figure 4.8: Flow through the extended T-junction (main flow from right to left).
Volume rendering was used to encode flow regions with flow which is mostly
aligned with one of major axes (blue: , K -flow, like from the secondary inlet; yellow: > K -flow; red: upwards; green: downwards). A gradient-dependent isosurface
was used to show the extent of medium hot temperature (hot coming in from the
upper inlet).
object-wide overall opacity (in addition to the per-voxel opacity transfer function),
and, of course, the interactive change of viewing conditions.

4.6

Results

Following, we describe two application cases in which the previously described
visualization technique helped to answer specific user questions.

4.6.1

Flow through a catalytic converter

One investigated dataset comprises the results of a simulation of gas flow through
a catalytic converter. With respect to this case, special interest is put on a recirculation zone, right before the reaction chamber.
For visualization, the user
first


,
describes his/her interest by (a) a brush on
-velocities (as the positive -axis
coincides with the main flow direction through the catalytic converter) and (b) a
restriction to the region before the reaction chamber, combined with a logical AND.
The thereby defined DOI attribute is then used to selectively place streamlines as
shown in figure 4.1, upper image (the DOI values are also volume rendered in
grey). In addition to the streamlines, volume rendering in red is used to visualize
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regions of relatively high turbolent-kinetic energy. The whole catalytic converter
is shown as context using a contour rendering.
Another approach to this case is to investigate upwards and downwards flow
which at the same time does not exhibit a significant flow component into the main
flow direction. Figure 4.5 shows a volume rendering with upwards flow in red and
downwards flow in blue – note the different patterns of upwards/downwards flow
before (with the recirculation) and after the reaction chamber.

4.6.2

Extended T-junction

The other case presented here is an extended T-junction (with an extended chamber
around the junction and an obstacle in front of the secondary inlet). Cold water is
floating in from the primary inlet, and hot water is entering the T-junction through
the secondary inlet) after the first third of the time-span of the simulation.
In this example, the user primarily is interesting in the mixing behavior of this
flow-junction. The obstacle in the middle of the T-junction causes the hot inflow
to split – one part turns directly to the exit whereas the other part traverses an
extra-loop before it also develops towards the exit of this structure (see figure 4.6
for several streamlines demonstrating this behavior). Figures 4.3 and 4.4 use the
two here described isosurface extensions to show certain degrees of temperature in
response to the hot inflow from the one side.
In figure 4.8, several volumetric objects are used to partition parts of the flow
in regions which exhibit flow that is mainly in the direction of one of the three
main axes. A gradient-dependent isosurface was used to depict the boundary of
the incoming hot flow – this isosurface is more opaque in regions with larger
temperature-gradients. The separation of the incoming flow, due to the obstacle, is
very well visible in this example, also.
Figure 4.9 visualizes vortical structures in the data as well as the boundary
between hot and cold flow (in blue). Additionally, a gradient-dependent isosurface
is shown which visualizes flow regions with a major K -component, i.e., towards the
inlet in the front. From this isosurface, information can be derived about where in
the flow vortical structures could be, e.g., before and after the obstacle.

4.7

Summary and conclusions

In this paper we present semantics-based visualization of flow data from computational simulation. We describe how the user utilizes interactive feature specification
to tell the system what he or she currently is interested in. We propose (a) gradientdependent isosurfaces to also visualize the sharpness of an isosurface, (b) isosurface triplets with specific relations for the three isovalues involved, (c) volume
rendering of DOI values, and (d) interest-dependent streamlines, which are based
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Figure 4.9: Flow through the extended T-junction. Volume rendering was used
to show flow subsets which exhibit relatively high values of turbulent-kinetic energy while also having a strong flow component into(green)/against(red) the main
direction of flow. Another volume-rendered subsets of the data denotes regions
of medium-hot fluid, whereas a gradient-dependent isosurface was used to work
out those parts of the flow where a larger Á -component of the flow is given, i.e.,
towards the viewer (more details: section 4.6.2).
on the evenly-spaced streamline seeding algorithm but only are placed in regions
of high user-interest.
Conclusions of this work are (a) that multiple data attributes usually are necessary to really comprehend results from computational flow simulation and that for
this reason a flow visualization system should offer easy-to-handle access to all the
information which is provided by the simulation, (b) that selective visualization,
in our case, focus+context visualization of 3D flow data is a really good approach
to cope with the large amount of information to be communicated – for deciding
what to show, the user and his/her questions about the data should be considered,
and (c) that due to the different requirements of different cases it is very useful
to have an integrated solution which provides different means/techniques for the
visualization.
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Chapter 5

Angular Brushing
of Extended Parallel Coordinates

In 2002, the contents of this chapter have been accepted for publication in the Proceedings of the IEEE Symposium on Information Visualization 2002 (IEEE InfoVis
2002) as short paper (paper “Angular Brushing of Extended Parallel Coordinates” by Helwig Hauser, Florian Ledermann, and Helmut Doleisch).
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The contents of this chapter (paper) are a result from a collaborative project with
Florian Ledermann (one of Helwig Hauser’s undergraduate students) and Helmut Doleisch (a collaborating colleague). Related papers (co-authored by Helwig
Hauser) are:
Â

Â

Angular Brushing for Extended Parallel Coordinates [38], the shortened
version of this paper, published in the Proceedings of IEEE InfoVis 2002
Smooth Brushing for Focus+Context Visualization of Simulation Data
in 3D [20], a tightly related paper, and Interactive Feature Specification
for Focus+Context Visualization of Complex Simulation Data [19], also
a tightly related paper
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Angular Brushing
of Extended Parallel Coordinates
Helwig Hauser, Florian Ledermann, and Helmut Doleisch

Abstract
In this paper we present several extensions to the well-known InfoViz technique
of parallel coordinates, mainly concentrating on brushing and focus+context visualization. First, we propose angular brushing as a new approach to high-light
rational data-properties, i.e., features which depend on two data dimensions (instead of one). We also demonstrate smooth brushing of parallel coordinates as
an intuitive tool for specifying non-binary degree-of-interest functions (then used
for F+C visualization). Thirdly, we show how composite brushes provide lots of
flexibility during data exploration. Additionally, we also present several further
and more general extensions to parallel coordinates which there are (a) histograms
to be used as axis overlays, (b) interaction features such as axis re-ordering, flipping, scaling and panning, and (c) detail on demand, implemented as a mouse-over
effect.
Keywords: information visualization, parallel coordinates, brushing, linear correlations, focus+context visualization

5.1

Introduction

For many years already, parallel coordinates [47, 49, 48] are well-known and an often used technique in information visualization (InfoViz). Multi-dimensional datasets are visualized by drawing a poly-line – for every Ã -dimensional data-point –
across coordinate axes which are laid out in parallel, side-by-side (see figure 5.1 for
an example, four out of a dozen dimensions shown). The poly-lines intersect the
parallel coordinate axes at points which correspond to the respective values (dimensions) of the particular data-points. Thereby, up to a dozen of data dimensions (or
even more) are well visualized, especially when the visualization is combined with
proper interaction features such as real-time re-ordering of coordinate axes or interactive brushing in single dimensions [86]. If used as an interactive tool, parallel
coordinates are especially effective in visualizing correlations between neighboring
axes, outliers, etc.
Brushing – as already mentioned above, brushing is a very effective technique
for specifying an explicit focus during information visualization [7, 133, 138]. The
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Figure 5.1: Parallel coordinates, a sample view: the cars data-set is shown, four
(out of twelve) data dimensions are visualized.
user actively marks sub-sets of the data-set as being especially interesting, for example, by using a brush-like interface element. If used in conjunction with multiple
linked views, brushing can enable users to understand correlations across multiple
dimensions [7, 10, 44, 34].
Focus+context visualization – brushing also is very useful to steer a drill-down
into visualizations of really big data-sets [119] – by specifying a (limited and limiting) focus, more details can be shown for the selected data-points. This relates to
another very important InfoViz concept which is focus-plus-context (F+C) visualization [30, 11]. The basic idea of F+C visualization is to jointly visualize some
parts of the data in detail – usually those parts which are of prime interest at a particular point in time – and also show the rest of the data-set, but in reduced style
(smaller, accumulated, etc.) – this is done to maintain the user’s orientation and to
ease navigation in very large data-sets.
Degree-of-interest functions – for specifying which parts of the data are to be
drawn in detail, i.e., for specifying the focus, a degree-of-interest (DOI) function
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Figure 5.2: Extended parallel coordinates, a sample view of the cars data-set: cars
with six cylinders were emphasized through brushing, histograms are laid over
axes, and one data-point is shown with all details.
is used [30], usually assigning a value of 1 or 0 to each data-point, depending on
whether the data-point is of current interest or not. Brushing is an effective method
to actively (and explicitly) assign values of Ä to data-points of interest [7, 138].
Brushing extensions – in addition to standard brushing, several useful extensions
have been proposed previously. The introduction of composite brushes [86], for
example, enabled users to more specifically define their focus. However, it was
also shown that interaction elements of the user interface must be chosen carefully due to the very high number of possible ways of compositing a complex
brush [138]. The combination of brushing and non-binary degree-of-interst functions [86] proved to be useful for data-sets with gradual changes in at least one of
their data attributes, for example, data from scientific simulation [20]. Also, rather
complex extensions to brushing have been proposed as, for example, structurebased brushes, dealing with hierarchical data-sets [27].
In this paper, we propose several small but very effective extensions to brushing as an interaction technique for parallel coordinates (like angular brushing or
smooth brushing, see section 5.2). Thereby, parallel coordinates can be furthermore improved as an effective tool for information visualization and for visual
data mining.
General extensions to parallel coordinates – during the long time that they have
been an integral part of InfoViz research, several extensions to the original parallel
coordinates have been presented. A hierarchical extension was proposed [26], for
example, integrating automatic clustering to deal with really big data-sets. Furthermore, a number of 3D extensions to parallel coordinates were presented [135],
including extruded parallel coordinates or linking with wings, for example. Also,
higher-order parallel coordinates were proposed [125], using higher-order splines
to interpolate values on more than two axes.
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In this paper, we also present a number of further general extensions to parallel coordinates, which we have found useful during data investigation (such as
adding histograms on single axes or a detail-on-demand option, see figure 5.2 and
section 5.3).
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: first we present several
extensions which special focus on brushing (section 5.2). Then, we continue with
further, more general extensions to parallel coordinates (section 5.3). Later in this
paper, we also shortly present some implementation issues, talking about fast rendering, for example (section 5.4). The application itself and some results from
visual data analysis are demonstrated in section 5.5.

5.2

Extended Brushing for Parallel Coordinates

As already discussed above shortly, brushing effectively enables the user to (explicitely) specify his or her focus. In parallel coordinates, this usually is accomplished by marking a certain data sub-set of interest according to values within a
single data dimension. In the cars data-set [132], for example, a user could focus
on cars with four cylinders by brushing the respective portion of the cylindersaxis. See figure 5.3 for a sample view – note, that the third axis (“Acceleration”)
was flipped, since values are given in seconds ’til 60 MPH, and therefore a smaller
number represents a higher acceleration.
In our application of visually investigating multi-dimensional and large datasets originating in a physically-based simulation of dynamic processes (computational fluid dynamics, CFD, for example, see section 5.5 for more details), we
found standard brushing of parallel coordinates very useful, however, we needed
to go further. The requirement was to specify a focus not only in dependence of
one data attribute (one dimension), but to do so with respect to at least two of
them – like brushing all those data-points which feature a Å -velocity larger than the
respective Æ -velocity. The consequence was to introduce a new brushing technique
which we called angular brushing.

5.2.1

Angular Brushing of Parallel Coordinates

One strength of parallel coordinates is its effectiveness of visualizing relations between coordinate axes. Bringing axes next to each other in an interactive way, the
user can investigate how values are related to each other with special respect to
two of the data dimensions. This way, it is not only possible to see whether datapoints exhibit high or low values in single dimensions, but also their relation can
be understood. More specifically, the slope of the line-segments in-between two
axes tells the user, whether there is a positive or negative correlation in-between
values (of course assuming that the user set up a proper mapping). Outliers also
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Figure 5.3: Brushing parallel coordinates, an example: all cars with four cylinders
are marked and emphasized (only four data dims. shown).
can be easily found with respect to two data dimensions – when all but a few linesegments have a positive slope, then the few others clearly stand out (see figure 5.4
for an illustration).
In this paper, we demonstrate how this feature of parallel coordinates easily can
be exploited for an extended brushing technique, i.e., angular brushing. In addition
to standard brushing, which primarily acts along the (parallel) axes, we enable the
space in-between axes for brushing interaction, as well. The user can interactively
specify a sub-set of slopes which then yields all those data-points to be marked as
part of the current focus, which exhibit the matching correlation in between the
brushed axes. See figure 5.4 for an example, where all negative slopes have been
marked in-between the second and third axis.
Angular brushing as described above is a useful extension to parallel coordinates, also because it very well corresponds to the effective visual cues provided
by parallel coordinates. Inherently, angular brushing opens the extended field of
brushing multi-dimensional properties of high-dimensional data-sets. In addition
to composite brushes which are composed multiple single-axis brushes by the use
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Figure 5.4: Reading between the lines: whereas most line-segments go up inbetween the 2nd and the 3rd axis (visualizing a positive correlation of values there),
just a few go down – those have been emphasized through angular brushing.
of logical operators (see also below in section 5.2.3), angular brushes allow the
selection of rational properties with respect to two of the data dimensions. When
compared to composite brushes by the use of a scatterplot visualization, we clearly
see that brushes based on logical operators select sub-sets which are aligned with
the display axes, whereas angular brushes select sub-sets which are aligned with
the diagonals when visualized in a scatter-plot (see also figure 5.5 for comparison).

5.2.2

Smooth Brushing and Non-Binary DOIs

Many well-known F+C techniques in InfoViz such as fisheye views [29, 30], for
example, do not use a discrete distinction between focus and context, but allow a
multi-valued or even continuous transition, which inherently supports the mental
connection between data-points in focus and their context. This corresponds to a
degree-of-interest function, which non-binarily maps into the Ç ÈÉ?ÄËÊ -range.
Often, such a non-binary DOI function is defined by means of spatial distances,
i.e., the DOI-value reflects the distance of a data-point from a so-called center-of87
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——– composite brushes ——–

AND-brush

——– angular brushes ——–

angular brush

OR-brush

angular brush,
after axis flipping

Figure 5.5: Comparing composite brushes (on the left) and angular brushes (on the
right), using parallel coordinates (top row) and scatterplots (bottom row): composite brushes address “horizontal/vertical” features, whereas angular brushes emphasize “diagonal” feature.
interest (COI), which in these cases often is specified explicitly, for example, by
pointing to it. In the implicit case, i.e., when querying is used for the specification
of the DOI function, fuzzy logic can be used in the style of probabilistic responses.
Brushing also easily combines with non-binary DOI functions [86], i.e., when
smoothly delimited brushes are used. Thereby, at the brush boundaries, fractional
DOI-values between È and Ä are assigned. When composite brushes are composed through the use of logical operators, fuzzy logic is employed to aggregate
final DOI-values for every single data-point. In previous work, we already demonstrated the useful application of smooth brushing in the F+C visualization of multidimensional data, originating in 3D flow simulation [20].
In conjunction with parallel coordinates we extend the interactively specified
brush by a certain, user-defined percentage to accommodate a smooth gradient
of DOI-values at its borders. When combining smooth brushes through logical
operators, we apply the Łukasiewicz norm [118], known from fuzzy logic as a
comparably large norm [60], i.e., a norm which (when applied repeatedly) only
slowly converges to È and therefore better conserves the transitional DOI-gradients,
for computing AND- as well as OR-combinations. See figure 5.6 for an example of
smoothly brushed parallel coordinates.
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Figure 5.6: Smooth brushing, an example: note the gradual changes of drawing
intensity which reflect the respective degree of interest, after smooth brushing of
the 2nd axis.

5.2.3

Composite Brushes for Parallel Coordinates

Shortly after the original idea of brushing, also the logical combination of brushes
was proposed as a useful extension [86]. As soon as the user’s imagination about
the features he or she wants to see within a data-set gets more and more concrete, a
need for more flexible and multi-dimensional descriptions of features arises. Usercentered specifications like all those cars which are fast but do not cost a lot, for
example, need to be supported by visualization. Composite brushes, i.e., brushes
which are composed of simple ones by the use of logical operators, are an intuitive
solution to the above mentioned requirement.
In our application (see also section 5.5), composite brushes were to be enabled
on the basis of single-axis brushes, angular brushes (see above, section 5.2.1), and
smooth brushes (see above, also). We therefore implemented the following features
to end up with a consistent solution:
Multiple brushes – whenever a new brushing interaction is triggered, a new
brush is instantiated, represented by a new entry in a separate brush list (sep89
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Figure 5.7: An example of a composite brush (AND): a CFD data-set is shown
with all data-points high-lighted, which exhibit high values of turbolent velocity
(single-axis brush, smoothly along “TurbolenceVelocity”-axis) and relatively low
Á -velocity (“Velocity.V”) when compared to 3D-velocity (angular brush after axis
flipping).
arated part of the user interface). New brushes can be named by simply
editing the new entry in the brush list. Hereby, a useful overview is provided
while still enabling the user to switch between previously defined brushes (to
compare them, for example), or to combine them to form composite brushes.
Composite brushes – single brushes easily can be combined to form composite
brushes through the application of logical operators. A nice little feature in
our application is that new (composite) brushes automatically derive their
names from the brushes involved in the composition. Composite brushes
also can be constructed by adding new constraints interactively, using modifier keys through interaction. As already described above, composite brushes
are computed based on the Łukasiewicz norm, when smooth brushes are involved (see also figure 5.7).
Support of linking – in our application, DOI-values are considered to be firstrank data-derivatives, i.e., brushes can be loaded from and saved to disk, or
exchanged with other views, for example. Thereby, the here described parallel coordinates also can be used as one of several linked views, supporting
a linking-and-brushing style of application. See figure 5.8 for an example
where parallel coordinates were combined with a 3D scientific view. In this
example, a scatter-plot was used for brushing and the parallel coordinates as
well as the 3D view are linked for F+C visualization.
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Figure 5.8: Linking and brushing, an example: in a scatter-plot (shown on the
left side), smooth brushing was used to mark data-points of low pressure and low
velocity; a linked 3D view (on the top right) shows the same data with the brushed
data-points high-lighted; thirdly, the parallel coordinates view (on the lower right)
also shows the same data, also high-lighting the brushed sub-set.

5.3

Further Extensions for Parallel Coordinates

In addition to the brushing extensions as described above, we also developed several further extensions to parallel coordinates, which we found useful during data
investigation. Next to simple but yet very useful interaction features such as coordinate flipping, the addition of histograms along all of the parallel axes was found
to be especially useful.

5.3.1

Histograms over Parallel Coordinates

Similar to a previously published solution [138], we also compute histograms for
all the axes shown in the parallel coordinates view. This is especially useful, when
many data-points are to be shown. While users might be troubled with resolving
clutter problems with an over-full display, histograms give a very intuitive clue on
where data-points accumulate along coordinate axes.
Depending on a user-defined sub-division, multiple bins of equal extension are
generated, and the data-points are sorted into these bins during the build-up of
the parallel coordinates view. Afterwards, a semi-transparent representation of the
bins’ cardinality is plotted on top of the parallel coordinates view, comparable to
a histogram along this data dimension. See figure 5.2 for an example of parallel
coordinates plus histogram visualization along axes.
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5.3.2

Flexible Layout with Parallel Coordinates

From the early beginning of parallel coordinates on, interaction was a crucial component of parallel coordinates views to enable the user to work with the view and
to interactively explore the data under investigation.
In our application, we implemented a number of partly obligatory and partly
new features in conjunction with the goal of providing a flexible layout the user
can work with:
Axes re-ordering – probably most important is that the user can interactively
re-order the layout of the axes in use. In our application, single axes can
be dragged around, and automatically position themselves right in the gap
(between two other axes, or at the boundary), where the user drops them.
Flipping of axes – also very useful for data investigation is an option which allows users to flip certain axes, i.e., to require a top-down ordering of values
instead of the standard bottom-up style. By doing so, correlations between
axes can be better investigated. Also, this option is especially important in
conjunction with angular brushing as it enables the user to brush sub-sets,
which – in a scatter-plot – would be aligned along the sub-dominant diagonal (see figure 5.5).
Changing the mapping – the default in our application is to use a min-max mapping of values to coordinate axes, i.e., minimal and maximal values are extracted before mapping, then values are linearly mapped such that minimal
values come lowest whereas maximal values are mapped to the top of the
coordinate axes. Additionally, two other modes can be used: (a) The user
can enforce that zero is mapped to the same height along all the coordinate
axes. (b) The min-max mapping can be correlated along all the axes, resulting in a consistent mapping for of them. Of course, if not all of the scales
are comparable, this mode can result in a roughly distorted view.
Axis scaling and panning – the user can interactively scale and pan the mapping
for single axes. On the first sight, this only adds more flexibly with adjusting the view layout. In our application, this option also provides important
means when working in-between dimensions. Especially in conjunction with
angular brushing, the ability to scale and pan one of the two axes (later to be
brushed), proved to be very useful.
Deletion and addition of axes – in addition to interactive re-ordering of axes as
shortly described above, we also enable the user to interactively delete single
axes from the view. This is used to clarify the view, when not all of the
information needs to be shown concurrently. We also allow the addition of
axes to the view, even if they are already in use: often, single data dimensions
are of special interest to the user and then it is very useful to have such an
axis repeatedly in the view, especially as correlations in-between axes are
best visualized when axes are next to each other.
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5.3.3

Detail on Demand

We also implemented a detail-on-demand feature, which we realized with a mouseover effect. Thereby the user can interactively browse through the display and
whenever the mouse moves over a poly-line, all the details are shown for the respective data-point. We also make use of this feature to display textual data attributes, which by default are not drawn as axes at all (problem of mapping).

5.4

Implementation

To deal with real-world data-sets – in our case consisting of ÄÈuÌ – ÄÈHÍ data-points
each – we quickly experienced the limitations of a brute-force implementation of
parallel coordinates. Simply drawing multiple line-segments for each and every
data-point already poses quite a load on the graphics hardware – for data-sets as
in our application, quickly millions of line-segments need to be drawn. We also
needed semi-transparency, coloring, and anti-aliased line-segments to nicely integrate all of the features described in this paper.
In the following, we shortly describe some of the approaches we utilized to still
provide real-time interactivity:
Exploiting coherence – during interaction, the application seeks to re-use as
much of the current visual output as possible. When single axes are flipped,
for example, only the inter-axis space on the left- and right-hand side of the
flipped axis are re-rendered, all the rest is reused.
Progressive rendering –
for immediate feed-back the application uses a
preview-style of rendering, i.e., without anti-aliasing or semi-transparency.
As soon as there is time for better rendering, the application computes a
high-quality result and replaces the preview with the improved image.
Bi-threaded implementation – to de-couple rendering and interaction, we use
a bi-threaded implementation. One thread serves the user interface and
guarantees interactive response, while the other thread deals with rendering, which sometimes lasts for a number of seconds, especially for bigger
data-sets.

5.5

Application and Results

In our application we investigate multi-dimensional data-sets which originate in
CFD simulations (run by one of our partners), which usually exhibit a dozen of data
dimensions, or more. During flow simulation, values like temperature, pressure,
velocity, dissipation rate, and many others, are computed for all cells within a
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detailed CFD grid. Data like this needs careful analysis which usually is nontrivial, not only because the data is of high dimensionality, often laid out in 3D
space or even time-dependent.
Parallel coordinates, with all the extensions presented in this paper, proved to
be very useful for data investigation. The interactive character of the here described
implementation allows for fast and flexible data exploration, even when simultaneously investigating multiple dimensions. Linking parallel coordinates and other
types of views (like a 3D SciViz view, shown in figure 5.8 on the top right) and
using our brushing features eased data exploration. Whereas parallel coordinates
are used to find interesting data-points, a linked 3D view can simultaneously show
where those data-points reside in 3D space. Also the combination with scatterplots was found to be useful, primarily because composite brushes are specified
more easily in a scatter-plot than in parallel coordinates.
Figures 5.5, 5.7, and especially 5.8 show results of data exploration by the use
of parallel coordinates. The data shown is the result of a simulation of flow through
pipes shaped as a T-junction. Flow is coming from the left and the top (when
referring to figure 5.8, top left) and leaving the T-junction to the right. In figure 5.7,
a composite AND-brush was used to mark all those data-points which, on the one
hand, exhibit rather high values of turbolence (smoothly brushed) and which are
part of flow regions that are well aligned with the negative Á -axis (“Velocity.V”),
on the other hand.

5.6

Summary and Conclusions

In this paper, we have presented several useful extensions to parallel coordinates,
especially focussing on brushing interactions. We proposed angular brushing as a
new technique to effectively select data sub-sets which exhibit a data correlation
along (at least) two axes. We also showed how smooth brushing can be used, even
in combination with composite brushes. We also showed how histgrams can be
used as axis overlays to further support data exploration.
Concluding, we may say that we re-experienced the advantages of an interactive visualization tool when doing data exploration. We also conclude that the
worth of a parallel coordinate visualization increases drastically when interaction
features like axis re-ordering, etc., are added.
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Chapter 6

Semantic Depth of Field

In 2001, the contents of this chapter have been published in the Proceedings of the
IEEE Symposium on Information Visualization 2001 (IEEE InfoVis 2001), pp. 97–
104 (paper “Semantic Depth of Field” by Robert Kosara, Silvia Miksch, and Helwig Hauser).
The contents of this chapter (paper) are a result from a collaborative project
with Robert Kosara (one of Helwig Hauser’s PhD students) and Silvia Miksch
(Robert Kosara’s university-side PhD supervisor). Related papers (co-authored by
Helwig Hauser) are:
Â
Focus + Context Taken Literally [65], an extended version of this paper
Â
Useful Properties of Semantic Depth of Field for Better F+C Visualization [66], a related paper about results from a user study about semantic
depth of field
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Semantic Depth of Field
Robert Kosara, Silvia Miksch, and Helwig Hauser

Abstract
We present a new technique called Semantic Depth of Field (SDOF) as an alternative approach to focus-and-context displays of information. We utilize a wellknown method from photography and cinematography (depth-of-field effect) for
information visualization, which is to blur different parts of the depicted scene in
dependence of their relevance. Independent of their spatial locations, objects of
interest are depicted sharply in SDOF, whereas the context of the visualization is
blurred. In this paper, we present a flexible model of SDOF which can be easily
adopted to various types of applications. We discuss pros and cons of the new technique, give examples of application, and describe a fast prototype implementation
of SDOF.

6.1

Introduction

Whenever large amounts of data are to be investigated, visualization potentially
becomes a useful solution to provide insight into user data. Especially for exploration and analysis of very large data-sets, visualization not only needs to provide
an easy-to-read visual metaphor, but also should enable the user to efficiently navigate the display, allowing for flexible investigation of arbitrary details.
Focus and Context (F+C) techniques enable the user to investigate specific details of the data while at the same time also providing an overview over the embedding of the data under investigation within the entire dataset. But F+C encompasses
a number of very different techniques that achieve similar goals in very different
ways.

6.1.1

Different Kinds of Focus and Context

The most prominent group of F+C methods are distortion-oriented [77] or spatial
methods. The geometry of the display is distorted to allow a magnification of interesting information without losing the (less magnified) context. It is thus possible
to navigate information spaces that are far too large to be displayed on a screen.
Examples are fisheye views [30, 114], hyperbolic trees [68, 73, 101], stretchable
rubber sheets [115], etc. Distortion-oriented techniques are usually used in an explicit way, by actively bringing the interesting objects into focus, e.g. by clicking
on objects or dragging them around.
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For smaller numbers of objects that have a lot of data associated with them, a
visualization method is useful that shows just a limited number of data dimensions,
and allows the user to select which of the objects are to be shown in more detail –
we call these dimensional methods. The context in this case are not only the other
objects, but also the remaining data dimensions. This type of method also shows
more detail, but in terms of data dimensions, not screen size. Examples are magic
lenses [123] and tool glasses [8], where the user moves a window over the display,
the objects inside which are displayed in more detail.
The third type of focus and context allows the user to select objects in terms
of their features, not their spatial relations; usually by assigning a certain visual
cue to them – we therefore call these methods cue methods. They make it possible
to query the data for information which is not immediately visible in the initial
visualization, while keeping the original layout, and thus not destroying the user’s
mental map [93]. An example for such a system is a Geographic Information
System (GIS) that makes it possible to display crime data, certain cities, or hospitals [82]. This data is displayed in the same context as before, but the relevant parts
of the display have a higher color saturation and opacity than the rest. This leads
the viewer’s attention to the relevant objects easily without removing context information. In contrast to distortion-oriented techniques and magic lenses, with this
type of method, the user first selects the criteria, and then is shown all the objects
fulfilling them.
The technique presented in this paper is of the third type, but we use a different
visual cue for discriminating focus and context.

6.1.2

The Uses of Blur and Depth of Field

Blur is usually considered to be an imperfection: it makes features harder to recognize and can hide information completely. But the difference between sharp
and blurred parts of an image is a very effective means of guiding the viewer’s
attention. In photography, the depth-of-field (DOF) effect leads to some parts of
the image being depicted sharply, while others are blurred [1]. The viewer automatically looks at the sharp parts, while the blurred parts provide non-disturbing
context for the objects of interest (see Fig. 6.1 for an example). The same effect is
also used in cinematography [55], where focus changes can guide the audience’s
attention from one character to another, from a character to an object he or she just
noticed, etc.
Because the human eye (like every lens system) also has limited DOF [32], an
important characteristic of human vision is that whenever we get interested in a
specific part of our environment, we 1) bring the the object of interest into the center of our eye (where the area of most acute vision, the fovea centralis, is located),
and 2) focus on that object. From the above applications of DOF (photography and
cinematography), we know that this process is easily inverted: If we display sharp
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Figure 6.1: A lantern with a bridge as context.

objects in a blurred context, the viewer’s attention is automatically guided to the
sharp objects. This also gives us reason to believe that DOF is perceived preattentively, i.e. within 50ms of exposure to the stimulus, and without serial search [128].
This means, it very efficiently makes use of the bandwidth of the human visual system to convey a lot of information in very little time.
We have developed an F+C technique we call Semantic Depth of Field (SDOF)
for information visualization, which renders objects sharp of blurred, depending
on their current relevance. It thus makes use of the phenomena described above to
guide the viewer’s attention.
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6.2

Related Work

There have been surprisingly few attempts to use DOF or blur in visualization at
all; the ones relevant to this work are shortly summarized here.
In a system for the display of time-dependent cardio-vascular data [139], a
stereoscopic 3D display is included that is controlled by the viewer’s eyes. Like
a microscope, only one thin slice through the data appears sharp, all others are
blurred and therefore almost invisible. Eye tracking equipment determines what
the user is looking at, and that point is brought into focus. This makes it possible to
concentrate on one detail without the surrounding structures confusing the viewer.
Later work [140] describes “non-linear depth cues”, which means displaying structures that currently are of interest (like single organs) in focus, and other objects
out of focus, not based on their distance from the camera, but on their importance.
The Macroscope [79] is a system for displaying several zoom levels of information in the same display space. For this purpose, the images on all levels are
drawn over each other, with the more detailed ones drawn “in front”, i.e., drawn
over the less magnified layers. The layers’ transparency can be changed so that
the background (context) can be more or less visible. The less detailed layers are
blurred so as to not distract the viewer, but serve as context.
The most interesting existing approach for this work is a display of geographical information [14]. In this system, up to 26 layers of information can be displayed
at the same time. Each layer has an interest level associated with it that the user
can change. The interest level is a combination of blur and transparency, making
less interesting layers more blurred and more transparent at the same time. This
work does not seem to have been followed up on recently.
In this paper, we describe a general model of SDOF, i.e., of selectively using
sharpness vs. blur to emphasize/deemphasize certain parts of the data. We clearly
embed SDOF within the scope of information visualization and computer graphics.
In addition to the above examples, we provide a flexible solution which easily is
adopted to various kinds of applications, as demonstrated later on.

6.3

Semantic Depth of Field (SDOF)

SDOF allows the user to select relevant parts of a visualization that are then pointed
out by deemphasizing all the rest through blur. The discrimination between relevant and irrelevant objects can be binary (an object is either relevant or irrelevant)
or continuous (an object can have a relevance value between the two extremes).
Different relevance metrics for objects have to be offered by the application,
that have to deal with the specific information and tasks the application is made
for. Examples for binary relevance measures are the set of chessmen that threaten
a specific piece in a chess tutoring system (see Fig. 6.5c and the accompanying
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Figure 6.2: SDOF Building Blocks.

video), the layer containing roads in a GIS application (Fig. 6.5d), or all incidents
related to high blood glucose in a graphical patient record. Continuous functions
could express the age of files in a file system viewer (Fig. 6.5a), the recent performance of stocks in a stock market browser, or the distance of cities from a specified
city in terms of flight hours.
The building blocks of SDOF are discussed in the following subsections, and
are summarized in Fig. 6.2 and Tab. 6.1.

6.3.1

Spatial Arrangement

In information visualization, usually some kind of layout algorithm is used to arrange objects in the visualization space (typically 2D or 3D). The special challenge
of information visualization is the fact that data often does not have any inherent
structure that naturally translates to a layout. Mapping functions are a very important part of visualization because they determine how well the user can build
a mental map that he or she can use to understand and navigate the visualization.
Changing the layout often means having to learn a new layout, and thus losing
one’s ability to navigate easily.
In our model, the spatial mapping function is called ÎÏºÐgÑ½Ò ; it translates from
the original data space to an intermediate visualization space (2D or 3D).

6.3.2

Relevance and Blurring

Independently of the spatial arrangement, the blur level of each object is determined. This is done in two steps: First, each object is assigned a relevance value Ó
by the relevance function ÔQÕuÖ . The value of Ó is in the interval Ç È×?ÄËÊ , where 1 means
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the object is maximally relevant, and 0 means the object is completely irrelevant.
This relevance value is translated into a blur value Ø through the blur function ÙÖÛÚÔ .
The relevance function is application-specific and thus can be very different
between applications (see Sect. 6.5.2 for examples). The ÙÖÜÚ Ô function can theoretically also take on any shape, but we have found the function depicted in Fig. 6.3
to be sufficient for our current uses. The user can specify the threshold value Ý ,
the step height Þ , and the maximum blur diameter ØWßyà:á . The gradient â is then
calculated by the application.

6.3.3

Viewing and Camera Models

In order to provide a consistent model, and to embed the idea of SDOF in existing
work in computer graphics, we discuss camera models for generating images with
SDOF. Depending on whether the visualization space is two- or three-dimensional,
different camera models can be used to finally achieve the SDOF effect. The camera provides two functions: Ñ½Ðgã/Ò6äÐ projects data values from an intermediate
space (where the information was laid out by the ÎÏ Ð§Ñ½Ò function) to screen space;
and å æ)ç , which calculates the blur level of each data item depending on its Å coordinate and the Åèêéëìí value the camera is currently focused at.
In the following, we describe two camera models: a regular photo-realistic
camera (Ñ½Ðgã/Ò ä)Ðî ) can be used in the 2D case; for 3D, we present the adaptive
camera (Ñ½ÐïãðÒ6äÐñ ).
2D SDOF and the Photo-realistic Camera
In the 2D case, objects get a third coordinate in addition to their Æ and Á values.
This additional Å value depends on the intended blur diameter Ø of the object: If
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Figure 6.4: The photo-realistic camera and 2D SDOF.

the camera is focused at Å?èÛéëTìËí , an object with intended blur Ø has to be moved to a
distance of Å from the lens of the camera (see Fig. 6.4):
÷

ófÅèÛéWëìíùøAÅ ô
÷
õ
ÅèÛéWëìí?ófÅúø
ô õ

Ø{òåæ)çîófÅÉ4Åèêéëìíôò

õ
õ
õ

õö
Å#òåæ)çî ûOü óØÉ4Åèêéëìíôò

þ

ÿö"
  ý

Ø

(6.1)
õ

õ

(6.2)

ý
thin lens model [75], and
where is the effective lens diameter as defined in the
is the focal length of the lens in use.

÷

ö

The above equations apply to camera models such as distribution ray tracing [15], linear post-filtering [106], etc.
If the camera uses perspective projection, objects also have to be scaled (and
possibly moved) to compensate for depth effects that are not desired in this case.
3D SDOF and the Adaptive Camera
In the 3D case, of course, it is not possible to directly map blur factors to depth
values, because the spatial arrangement of data items already contains a third dimension. However, using a simple extension of the photo-realistic camera, it is
possible to also handle the 3D case.
The adaptive camera is a modification of a photo-realistic camera that can
change its focus for every object point to be rendered. This is easily possible with
object-order rendering, but can also be achieved when rendering in image order. In
contrast to the photo-realistic camera, the adaptive camera can render SDOF in 2D
and 3D scenes. The photo-realistic camera is, in fact, a special case of the adaptive
camera (which simply stays focused at the same distance for the whole image).
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Table 6.1: All steps necessary for visualizing data values
and 3D SDOF (bottom).
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with 2D (top)

Function åæ)ç4ñ is defined like åæ)çî in Eq. 6.1. Different to the 2D case, now
the inversion of åæ)ç4ñ must be resolved for ÅèÛéWëìí -values:
Ø{òåæ)çñmófÅÉ4Åèêéëìíôò
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(6.3)
(6.4)

An example for an adaptive camera is splatting [45, 137], which is a volume rendering technique, but which also can be used for information visualization. By
changing the size of the splat kernel depending on the Ø value of a data point,
SDOF can be implemented easily.
Another possibility is to use pre-blurred billboards (Sect. 6.6 and [91]). Objects
are rendered into memory, the images are then blurred and mapped onto polygons
in the scene.

6.4

Properties and Applicability

This section discusses some high-level properties of SDOF, how it can be principally applied, and what challenges it brings with it.

6.4.1

Properties

SDOF, being yet another F+C highlighting technique, has the following properties
that make it an addition to the current toolbox:
Â

SDOF does not distort geometry. It is therefore usable when sizes (of objects
or parts of objects (glyphs)) and positions are used as visual parameters. We
also believe that it is easier to recognize blurred icons than distorted ones.
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Â

SDOF does not alter colors. If color is used to convey meaning, or the visualization is to be used by color-blind people, SDOF can be used instead
of color highlighting. This also means that SDOF is independent of color,
and can therefore be used when only gray-scale is available (e.g., printed
images).
Â

6.4.2

SDOF changes the irrelevant objects, rather than the relevant ones. It is
therefore useful whenever the relevant objects contain a lot of information
whose perception might be impeded by changes.

Applicability

SDOF requires concrete queries to the data (which can be simple, but have to be
formulated nonetheless), and is therefore useful for analyzing and presenting data.
SDOF can serve as an additional aid to guide the viewer’s attention, together
with brighter colors, etc., or as a completely separate dimension of data display.
Because blur is very naturally associated with importance (even more than color),
we do not believe that it is suitable for true multi-variate data visualization. It can,
however, add another dimension for a short time, when the displayed data is to be
queried.
Blurring needs space, so when a lot of very small objects are depicted, it is only
of little use. The application can deal with this problem by drawing the objects in
such an order that sharp objects are drawn on top of blurred ones. But this can
introduce artifacts, where parts of the display appear sharp only because of the
contrast between sharp objects and the background.

6.4.3

Challenges

SDOF images depend on the output device (similar to tone mapping [89], for example). The reason for this is that blur is not an absolute measure, but depends on
the viewing angle that the image covers – this is also the reason why small images
look sharper than larger ones: the circles of confusion are not visible in the smaller
version, or at least to a smaller extent. We use a calibration step at program startup
to account for this problem (see Sect. 6.5.1).
Images that contain SDOF effects are also problematic when lossy compression
is used (like MPEG, JPEG, etc.). In this case, artifacts can be introduced that
create a high contrast in a blurred area, and thus distracting the user. But SDOF is
most useful in interactive applications, so this problem should play no big role in
practice.
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6.5

Parameterization

Parameterization of SDOF consists of two parts: Adaptation to current viewing
parameters and user interaction to change the relevance mapping.

6.5.1

Output Adaptation

We ask the user to select two blur levels on program startup: a) the minimal blur
level that can be easily distinguished from a sharp depiction – this value translates
to the step height Þ in Fig. 6.3; b) the minimal difference in blur that can be distinguished – this value can be used to calculate â , if the smallest difference between
any two Ó values is given. Because this is generally not the case, the blur function
is adapted for every image after examining the Ó values of all objects. These values
can vary with the use of the generated image (printing out, projecting onto a wall,
etc.), the use of different screens, etc.

6.5.2

User Interaction

Interaction is a key part of SDOF. Blurred objects are unnatural, and it is therefore
important for the user to be able to change the relevance mapping and blur function
quickly, and to return to a depiction that shows all objects in focus.
Depending on the application, there are different usage patterns. In many applications, it is useful to be able to point at an object and say “Show me all objects
that are older than this”, “Show me all chessmen that cover this piece” (Fig. 6.5e),
or “Show me the cities weighed by their railway distance from this city”.
Another way is to select values independently of objects: “Show me all threatened chess pieces of my color”, “Show me all files that were changed today”
(Fig. 6.5b), or “Show me all current patients weighed by their need for drug xyz”.
An additional feature we believe is useful is the auto focus. After a prespecified time, it makes all objects appear sharp again, thus making examination of
all objects easier (this function can be turned off).
Transitions between different displays are always animated to enable the user
to follow the change and immediately see which objects are relevant in the new
display. This is another reason for separating Ó and Ø (see section 6.3.2): The
animation is done between the old and the new Ø values, rather than the Ó values.
This is because the Ù ÖÜÚÔ function can contain discontinuities that can lead to jumps
between blur levels of objects, and are therefore undesirable.
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Tree Depth

Tree Depth
Filenames

Filenames

a) A file browser showing the age of files
through blur. Continuous relevance function.

b) A file browser showing today’s files sharply,
older ones blurred. Binary relevance function.

c) A chess tutoring system showing the
chessmen that threaten the knight on e3.

d) A Geographic Information System (GIS) showing
the roads layer in focus.

e) A chess tutoring system showing the chessmen that cover the knight on e3.

Figure 6.5: SDOF in action. See Sect. 6.5.2 and 6.3 for details.
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Figure 6.6: The Box Filter (left), and the generalized box filter for arbitrary sizes
(right).

6.6

Implementation

A method in information visualization should not only be visually effective, but
also fast, so that it can be used interactively. Blurring used to be a very slow operation because it involves a sum of three color components of many neighboring
pixels for every single pixel in the image, and is still not supported by hardware
except in high-end graphics workstations. We have implemented SDOF using texture mapping hardware, which makes it fast on currently available consumer PCs.
The described method is an implementation of the adaptive camera model (see
Sect. 6.3.3).
Blur can be understood as a convolution operation of the image with a blur
kernel. In photography, this blur kernel ideally is round, but usually is a regular
polygon with six to eight vertices, due to the shape of the aperture.
The more common type of blur kernel in computer science is the box filter
(Fig. 6.6, left). It has the big advantage of being separable [91], which reduces its
computational cost from Kó ÃML?ô to KóN)Ãô , where Ã is the filter size. It can also
be generalized quite easily to arbitrary sizes (Fig. 6.6, right) other than just odd
integers. This implementation directly uses Ø as its filter size Ã .
Using graphics hardware is different from a software implementation of a filter
in that it does not sum up the color values of surrounding pixels for every single
pixel. Rather, it adds the whole image to the frame buffer in one step by drawing
it onto a textured polygon (this is done by blending with a special blend function).
When the image is drawn in different positions (with one pixel distance between
the images), several image pixels are added to the same frame buffer pixel. Because of the limited accuracy of the frame buffer (typically eight bits per color
component), this can only be done for small values of Ã (we have found ÃPORQ to
yield acceptable images).
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For larger blur diameters, we use a two-step approach. First, we sum up four
images into the frame buffer, with their color values scaled so that the sum uses
the entire eight bits. We then transfer this image to texture memory (this is a fast
operation) and use this auxiliary sum as the operand for further calculations. The
auxiliary sum already contains the information from four addition steps, so when
summing them up further, only one quarter of the addition steps is needed. Because
all the values in the box filter (except for the border, which is treated separately)
are equal, all auxiliary sums are equal – they are only displaced. This means, that
the auxiliary sum only needs to be computed once (as well as another auxiliary for
the borders). Summing up auxiliary sums is therefore not only more accurate, it is
also faster.
For blur diameters larger than 20 pixels, we first scale the image to one quarter of its size, then blur with half the diameter, and then scale it back (“quarter
method”).
Using the described method, it is possible to run applications – like the ones
shown in the images and the accompanying video – at interactive frame rates (at
leat 5 frames per second) on cheap consumer graphics hardware. This number
is likely to increase with some further optimizations as well as the use of multitexturing (which is supported by more and more consumer graphics cards).

6.7

Evaluation

To show that SDOF is actually perceived preattentively, and to demonstrate its
usefulness in applications, we are currently performing a user study with 16 participants. We want to find out a) if SDOF is, indeed, perceived preattentively,
which includes the detection and localisation of targets, as well as the estimation
of the number of targets on screen (as a number relative to all objects in the image) in the presence of distractors; b) how many blur levels people can distinguish,
and how blur is perceived (e.g., linear, exponential, etc.); c) how blur compares
to other visual cues which are known to be perceived preattentively (such as color
and orientation); and d) how well SDOF can be used to solve simple problems with
simple applications (where the emphasis is on the use of SDOF). This study is still
in progress at the time of this writing, but we will publish the results as soon as
they are available.

6.8

Conclusions and Future Work

We have presented an extension to the well-known depth-of-field effect that allows
objects to be blurred depending on their relevance rather than on their distance
from the camera. This technique makes it possible to point the user to relevant
objects, without distorting the geometry and other features of the visualization.
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Because of the similarity to the familiar depth-of-field effect, and the fact that
DOF is an intrinsic part of the human eye, we believe that it is a quite natural
metaphor for visualization and can be used quite effortlessly by most users.
SDOF can be used when analyzing and presenting data, and also seems to be
effective as a tool for pointing information out in tutoring systems.
We expect to learn a lot about SDOF’s properties during our user study, and
will use this information to define criteria when and how SDOF can be best used.
As one of the next steps, we want to investigate the applicability of SDOF to
other areas of scientific visualization, like volume and flow visualization.
We also want to find out how SDOF can be applied to human computer interaction, to enable the user to grasp important information faster, and to be alerted to
important changes without being distracted too much.
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Chapter 7

Process Visualization
with Levels of Detail

In 2002, the contents of this chapter have been accepted for publication in the
Proceedings of the IEEE Symposium on Information Visualization 2002 (IEEE
InfoVis 2002) as short paper (paper “Process Visualization with Levels of Detail”
by Krešimir Matković, Helwig Hauser, Reinhard Sainitzer, and Eduard Gröller).
The contents of this chapter (paper) are a result from a collaborative project
with Wolfgang Rieger (one of Helwig Hauser’s diploma students), Krešimir
Matković and Reinhard Sainitzer (both from the application side of this project,
and Prof. Eduard Gröller (head of the visualization group at the Institute of Computer Graphics and Algorithms, Vienna University of Technology). There were no
further directly related papers (co-authored by Helwig Hauser) from this project.
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Process Visualization
with Levels of Detail
Krešimir Matković, Helwig Hauser, Reinhard Sainitzer, and Eduard Gröller

Abstract
In this paper we demonstrate how we applied information visualization techniques
to process monitoring. Virtual instruments are enhanced using history encoding –
instruments are capable of displaying current value and the value from the near
past. Multi-instruments are capable of displaying several data sources simultaneously. Levels of detail for virtual instruments are introduced where the screen
area is inversely proportional to the information amount displayed. Furthermore
the monitoring system is enhanced by using 3D anchoring – attachment of instruments to positions on a 3D model –, collision avoidance – a physically based
spring model prevents instruments from overlapping –, and focus+context rendering – giving the user a possibility to examine particular instruments in detail without loosing the context information. Two applications were developed, a prototype
application and a commercial process monitoring tool.
Keywords: process monitoring, process visualization, information visualization,
levels of detail, focus+context visualization, virtual instruments.

7.1

Introduction

Information visualization (InfoViz) has emerged as an important field of research in
the past few years. Process visualization as one of its sub-fields is directly related,
but nevertheless much older. Processes have been visualized and monitored using
traditional, analog instruments since the early days of industrialization. Analog
instruments were followed by the use of digital instruments, and finally, computers
are increasingly used to visualize and monitor processes.
There are a lot of software tools available, offering a comfortable and intuitive way for process visualization. Examples of widely used instrument libraries
and tools are products by Global Majic Software [46] and Quinn-Curtis Inc. [107].
A wide-spread monitoring tool also is LabVIEW System from National Instruments [69]. There are hundreds of instruments available within this software. Another offerer in this field is GE Fanuc Automation with the DataViews system [18]
and a large base of virtual instruments as well.
Most of these tools and libraries try to mimic conventional instruments, without taking advantage of well-known InfoViz methodology. Virtual instruments are
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much more flexible than conventional settings with real instruments. The virtual
instruments are easier customized, but essentially they are still just an electronic
version of the real instruments.
In this paper, we describe how process visualization can benefit from information visualization. We have improved features of singular instruments, as well
as global monitoring features, and finally we developed two applications which
illustrate the methods described in this paper.
Features added to virtual instruments are: history encoding, multi-instruments,
and levels of detail (LOD). Including history encoding allows to display the current value and the values from the near past simultaneously. We achieve this by
visually augmenting the common gauge and bar instrument. The historic values
are displayed using less saturated colors and smaller needles or bars. In this way
history values can be distinguished from the current value on a first sight, but still
give an additional information about sensor behavior in the near past.
Multi-instruments display more than one data source simultaneously, making
it easier to compare them. A multi-gauge, for example, has several needles, each
of them in a different color and length. Values corresponding to the needles can
be easily compared. In fault-tolerant systems often several sensors measure the
same phenomenon. In this case multi-instruments are well-suited in emphasizing
a malfunctioning sensor.
Levels of detail is an interesting choice in structuring the concurrent display of
many instruments. Various types of instruments of different sizes are suitable for a
LOD approach. If, e.g., four redundant sensors should be visualized, an instrument
which covers a small area and which displays only the collective state of all sensors
(ok/not-ok) can be considered as the first (and roughest) LOD. The next level could
be an instrument which displays the average value of all the four sensors. Such an
instrument covers more area on the screen, but gives more information as well. The
following level could be a multi-instrument, displaying all four values, and finally
the highest LOD would be represented by four single instruments. The highest
level occupies the largest area, giving the most information at the same time.
Besides augmenting the instruments themselves, the global monitoring system
was improved as well. Global features added are focus+context rendering [56] and
collision avoidance.
Focus+context (F+C) approaches make a huge information space manageable
for a user by coarsely representing the entire information in the available screen
space. The user is enabled to display selected parts (focus) enlarged but embedded
into the surrounding environment (context). In the example described above, it is
possible to choose the level of detail of an instrument depending on the degree of
interest. The degree of interest can be determined either explicitly by the user – the
user points to the focus –, or it can be data-driven. Here the degree of interest might
increase whenever a specific event occurs, e.g., a data value leaves the admissible
range.
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Increasing the level of detail, increases the required display area of the instrument, and it potentially occurs that some of the instruments overlap after a level
change. In order to avoid instrument overlap, a collision avoidance algorithm based
on a physically based spring model was implemented.
The above described features will be explained in more detail using gauge, bar,
LED, and numeric instruments. The bar instrument is an instrument where the
length of a solid bar corresponds to the measured value. It’s analog counterpart
is a mercury thermometer, or a tube manometer. The LED instrument mimics a
single LED and can represent two states in our case. The numeric instrument is an
instrument that displays measured data on a numeric display. Data can be displayed
as a decimal, hexadecimal or binary number.
All of the new features are implemented in two applications. A placement
prototype application [109] and a commercial TTPView 3.0 application [129].

7.2

New Features for Virtual Instruments

The idea of using virtual instead of classical instruments is not new. However, most
of the virtual instruments try to mimic real ones, and offer a faster, more comfortable and more flexible way of arranging a new set of measuring instruments. We
improve virtual instruments by adding some new features and techniques which
are well-known from information visualization. We not only improve the instrument management but also augment the virtual instruments as compared to their
real counterparts. We made virtual instruments capable of displaying the history
of data (history encoding). Our virtual instruments are also able to simultaneously
display several data values within one instrument, so that divergences in redundant
information are easily recognizable (multi-instruments). Finally, we introduce a
LOD representation for virtual instruments.

7.2.1

History Encoding in Virtual Instruments

It is often important not only to read the current value of a sensor, but also to get a
clue what was the value in the near past. Of course it is possible to use some kind
of oscilloscope instrument or time chart, but their size is often a limiting factor.
We added history encoding to the bar and gauge instrument. Such an augmented
instrument takes no more place than a common bar/gauge instrument, but gives far
more information to the user. In the case of the bar instrument, history is encoded
through horizontal lines on the left of the numerical scale. Length and saturation
of a line encode the ”recentness” of a value, i.e., longer and more saturated lines
correspond to newer data values. Figure 7.1(a) illustrates a bar instrument without history encoding. Just the current value is depicted, redundantelly through a
bullet on the numerical scale as well as a solid bar to the left of the scale. In figures 7.1(b)–7.1(e) data history is depicted. Figure 7.1(b) and (c) show an over time
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Figure 7.1: Solid bar (a), history bar with increasing (b) and decreasing (c) value,
two state (d) and constant value (e) history bar

monotonically increasing, respectively decreasing data value. Figure 7.1(d) shows
a quantity that is switching between two values and figure 7.1(e) shows a quantity that is constant over time. A simple solid bar instrument would not be able to
capture these vastly different temporal evolutions.
The same idea has been applied to the gauge instrument. The history needles
in the gauge instrument are reduced to the needle tips in order to make the whole
instrument more clear. Figure 7.2 illustrates the history gauge instrument for a
uniformly increasing data value.
History encoding also relates to the visualization of gradient information in the
data, similar as, for example, often used in scientific visualization (compare to gradients in volume visualization, for example). By showing not only the immediate
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Figure 7.2: History gauge depicting a uniformly increasing value

values, but also a notion of temporal derivatives, the user gains more information
about the sensor data.

7.2.2

Multi-Instruments

Common practice in fault tolerant systems, e.g., planes, locomotives, modern cars,
etc., is to install several sensors for the same data. Important system decisions must
not be based on a single measurement alone. In a faultless situation all sensors
deliver the same data. If a sensor is out of order, its measurements should be
neglected, and the maintainer of the system should get the information that the
sensor is not working properly. If a separate instrument is used for each sensor,
it is very hard to see if there are any deviations in the measurements, unless one
value is significantly different from the others.
In order to make it easier to visualize such cases, we introduce multiinstruments. The multi-bar and the multi-gauge instrument, display several distinct
data sources simultaneously, but using the same scale. The multi-bar instrument
uses more bars beside each other, and the multi-gauge instrument uses more needles. The needles have different length, and shorter needles are placed on top of
longer needles, so that the user immediately sees all the values. If there is a deviation in the values, one (or more) not matching needle(s) will be easily spotted.
Figure 7.3 illustrates a multi-bar and a multi-gauge instrument. The user easily
notices that a sensor represented by the yellow bar/needle obviously malfunctions.
The multi-instrument approach has its drawbacks as well. Although the needles in
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Figure 7.3: Multi-gauge and multi-bar

the multi-gauge instrument are color-coded and have different lengths, it is not so
easy to perceive separate needles when they overlap. Several, single instruments
are certainly easier to read but require much more space.
Multi-instruments can also be used whenever it is necessary to visualize related
data which does not have to be identical. An example is the visualization of a
distribution of a data value using three needles. One needle displays the average,
and other two needles the standard deviation of the distribution.
In order to make it easier to read the instruments, two more features are added.
First a bullet on the scale indicates the current value. This is especially useful for
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Figure 7.4: Bullets and actual value displays in the multi-bar and multi-gauge instruments
multi-instruments where the numerical scale is not next to all bars/needles. Furthermore, an actual value display is added as well. An actual value display shows
the current value as decimal number in a numeric display. The position of the actual value display changes and closely follows the current data value. The display
is positioned using a running average making it easier to read the numerical value
in case of fast changes or oscillating values. Furthermore, actual value displays
never overlap, which makes them easier to read as well. Figure 7.4 shows these
two features.

7.2.3

Levels of Detail

Multi-instruments have not only the advantage of making it easier to compare related values, but they save screen space as well. A multi-bar instruments with four
bars occupies a far smaller area than four single bar instruments. This led us to the
next new feature in process visualization, i.e., levels of detail. An example is the
following. Four single bar instruments are the finest level of detail, the multi-bar
instrument representing the same four values is the next lower level, a numeric instrument which displays the average value and a LED instrument are further levels
of detail. Figure 7.5 illustrates the example, and gives the area usage for each level
(highest level = 100%). In this way, it is possible to use the LED instrument if everything is running OK, and than automatically switch to a higher level if some data
does not fulfill predefined conditions. There are other possibilities how the levels
can be switched, and some of them will be described in the following section.
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Figure 7.5: Various LODs, building up a tree of instruments, with corresponding
area sizes

7.3

F+C Process Visualization

The LOD idea itself leads to a F+C process visualization. The focus+context approach is a well-known technique in information visualization. The surrounding
environment, i.e., the context, makes this approach different from simple zoomingin, where an area is displayed in another scale but the connection to the environment is lost.
The F+C principle is partially based on the fact that humans can best perceive a
circular area with a limited diameter in the center of their view [11]. The important
information should be placed in this focus, but the information outside the ”most
interesting” area, is not unimportant. This peripheral area (context) helps us to
orient, and brings surrounding information for the instruments in focus.
According to Kosara et al. [64] the F+C methods can be divided into three
groups. The first, and widest spread group of F+C methods are distortion-oriented
or spatial methods. The idea is to distort the display to allow a magnification of
interesting areas without losing the context which will be displayed on a coarser
scale. A lot of metaphors relating this kind of F+C techniques to real world objects
have been introduced like fisheye views [114, 30], stretched rubber sheets [115],
etc.
The second group of methods are dimensional methods, which are suitable for
objects with a lot of data associated with them. Objects in focus will be displayed
using more dimensions of the data. An example of such a method is the magic
lens [123].
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Finally, the last group of F+C methods is called cue methods. These approaches allow the user to select objects in terms of their features, and not their
spatial relations. An example is the semantic depth of field approach [64] which
blurs different parts of the scene in dependence of their relevance. In this way the
context information is still present, but the important information is in depicted
sharp, and can be easily recognized by the user.
Our idea is to use the LOD principle introduced in the previous section for
our F+C approach. The degree of interest corresponds to the level of detail of
the instrument. The larger the degree of interest is, the higher level of detail is
used. This can be considered, according to the above introduced categorization as
a dimensional F+C method. Increasing the level of detail, however, increases the
size of an instrument, and instrument overlapping possibly would occur. Some kind
of rearrangement of the instruments should be done in this case (assuming there is
enough free space on the screen) which makes our method a spatial method too.
Therefore, our approach represents a combination of a dimensional and a spatial
F+C method.

7.3.1

3D Anchoring and Interaction

While process visualization usually is done in 2D, the data often comes from a
3D environment. Of course it would be possible to use 3D visualization with its
advantages like similarity to real-world situations and flexibility which is offered
by the third dimension. On the other hand 3D visualization has some drawbacks
as well. The computing power needed for 3D visualization is significantly higher
than the computing power needed for 2D, the objects are often occluded by other
objects, and there should be some navigation mechanism in order to visually access
all objects. The fact that common output devices (monitors) and input devices
(mouse) are actually 2D devices, makes manipulating and using 2D visualization
more intuitive for a typical user.
Virtual instruments represent real measuring sensors, that are placed in a 3D
environment, and send data to the system. The user positions instruments on the
screen, specifying the instruments current and desired position (which can but must
not be the same). Since the real sensors exist in a 3D environment, e.g., a racing
car, virtual instruments could be attached to the 3D model of the real environment
and then mapped to the screen. This attachment of an instrument to a 3D position
of a 3D model is called anchoring. If data that is going to be visualized comes from
the wheel sensors of a car, the corresponding virtual instruments can be anchored
to the wheels on the 3D model. In this way, the user can immediately recognize
which data is represented by which instrument. The user can for example rotate
the 3D model, and the assigned instruments will follow the movement.
The instruments are not simply placed in the 3D world and then mapped, because they would be easily unreadable after applying projection. Instead, after
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Figure 7.6: 3D anchoring: virtual instruments follow the 3D model

projection the instruments are placed at the positions of anchoring points (projected now). In this way the instruments are always visible, and easily readable.
Figure 7.6 shows an example of four instruments assigned to the four wheels of a
schematic car model. The anchored instruments follow changes of the underlying
3D model.

7.3.2

Collision Avoidance

In principle, anchored instruments, which follow a 3D model, often would overlap. It is possible to let the user solve the overlapping problem by arranging the
instruments himself. It would however be far more comfortable if the system accomplishes this task.
In this case, it is necessary to develop a collision avoidance system which will
prevent the instruments from overlapping. The algorithm implemented [109] uses
a physically based spring model [5].
A system of objects and springs is defined, such that there is a spring between
each instrument’s current and its desired position. The desired position is the projected anchor point. The tension of a spring is proportional to the distance between
the instrument’s current and desired position. Furthermore, a minimal allowed distance between two instruments is defined. If two instruments come closer than the
minimal allowed distance, repelling forces are added to the system. This keeps
instruments apart from each other, and avoids overlap. As soon as the instruments
are far enough from each other the repelling forces are not acting any more.
In our prototype application the user determines the initial position by placing
instruments and specifying their ideal positions (anchor points on the 3D model).
When all instruments are placed, the spring model tries to assume a minimumtension state by incrementally moving the instruments in the spring force directions. The process is repeated until a stable state is found, or until a user-defined
time elapses. During the rearrangement, the stiffness of springs successively in121
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Figure 7.7: Collision avoidance of virtual instruments: (a) start configuration,
(b) rearrangement is going on, and (c) final solution

creases. This simulates annealing to avoid oscillations between two stable solutions (instruments jumping between different positions). The process of automatic
placement is illustrated in figure 7.7.

7.3.3

Focus+Context Rendering

The LOD principle and automatic instrument placement are used for focus+context
rendering. The idea is to use different levels of detail for different degrees of interest. The instruments with the highest degree of interest will be represented using
the highest LOD, and the level of detail will decrease with decreasing degree of
interest. After a level changes it is sometimes necessary to rearrange the instruments. Automatic collision avoidance described in section 7.3.2 is used in such a
case. Figure 7.8 illustrates the change of levels, and rearrangement of the instruments.
An instrument’s degree of interest can be increased either explicitly or implicitly. By explicitly changing the degree of interest the user selects the instruments
that are more interesting. This can be done in two ways.
One way is to equip the user with a sort of magic lens [123] which can be
coupled to the cursor. In this way the area around the cursor is considered to have a
high degree of interest, and the degree decreases with the distance from the cursor.
Another way, could be to define a fixed area on the screen which represents the
region with the highest degree of interest. This can be the area around the center of
the screen, or area around the golden cut point, or any other user selected area. The
closer the instrument is to the center of the area, the higher level of detail is used to
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Figure 7.8: Changing the degree of interest

represent the instrument. In this way the user can examine a particular instrument
by bringing it into a predefined screen area.
Implicitly changing the degree of interest is coupled with predefined, undesired
system states. If an unwanted state occurs, e.g., a value exceeds a predefined range,
the instrument’s degree of interest is increased automatically, to notify the user and
get his attention.

7.4

Application and Evaluation

The principles described in this paper are implemented in a placement prototype [109] and in a commercial application TTPView 3.0 [129]. The placement
prototype realizes focus+context visualization as well as collision avoidance as described in section 7.3. The TTPView 3.0 application is far more complex. It is a
commercial product which is intended to be used on a daily basis.
TTPView is a high-speed bus monitoring tool for the TTP system. TTP stands
for Time Triggered Protocol, which represents one of two available technologies
in the field of real-time control systems. One is event-triggered, and the second
one is time-triggered. The TTPView 3.0 is easily connected to the system, and gets
all information about existing data sources from the system. The data sources are
logically organized in trees, and the user can easily drag-and-drop wanted items
into a view. Each tree item has a default instrument assigned to it, but the user can
switch to another virtual instrument. All available instruments can be configured
by: adding a caption string (description of data source) and unit string (physical unit of the data like RPM, MPH,..), adding an instrument background image,
switching the scales and actual value displays on or off, changing size and color
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Figure 7.9: A screen shot of TTPView 3.0
etc. It is easy for the user to configure the views according to his or her needs.
The user can create several views as well. The views themselves may have a background image and a user-selected background color. Figure 7.9 shows some of
these features.
The feature to add an instrument background has turned out to be very useful.
Using cleverly designed background images, it is often immediately obvious what
type of data the instruments display. The bar instrument in figure 7.10 shows temperature and the gauge instrument in the same figure shows revolutions per minute
(RPM). Both data types are obvious from the design of the background image of
the instrument. Note that the instruments in figure 7.10 are the same bar and gauge
instruments as shown throughout the paper, but with scales switched off, and instrument background images added.
TTPView supports the following instruments: bar, gauge, trace, led, numerical,
icon, and text instrument. The bar, gauge, LED, and numerical instruments were
described in previous sections. Here we just briefly describe the other instruments.
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Figure 7.10: The bar instrument with a thermometer background and the gauge
instrument showing RPMs
The trace instrument displays the temporal evolution of a data value as a polyline in a time vs. data-value plot. The trace instrument supports more data sources,
which makes it a multi-trace instrument. It has a separate scale for each data source
(note that multi-bar and multi-gauge instruments have only one scale). This can be
useful to study correlations between different sources, e.g., correlation of speed,
RPM, and engine temperature.
The icon and text instruments are designed to visualize discrete sets of values.
An icon or a string is assigned to individual intervals of the input data. An example
could be to assign traffic-light icons with green, yellow and red light switched on
according to a three state input.
The user can define a range of valid values for all instruments. If a value
exceeds the admissible range a warning sign is added to the instrument. A message
describing when the error occurred, and what was wrong is printed on the screen.

7.5

Conclusion

This paper presents several novel approaches to process visualization. We did not
only try to mimic real instruments, but added features to the virtual instruments that
can not be realized using their real counterparts. Furthermore we have enhanced the
whole process visualization system, and we have implemented two applications.
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The new features added to the virtual instruments can be summarized as:
History encoding, which makes it possible to display the values from the near
past together with the current value. This allows to see the evolution of the
value without increasing the display size of the instrument.
Multi-instruments are capable of displaying several values simultaneously. A
multi-instrument makes it easier to compare redundant values, and saves
screen space compared to single instruments which display the same data.
The levels-of-detail approach makes it possible to use instruments of different
sizes to represent the same data. Increasing the level of detail will increase
the amount of information shown, but will take up more screen space.
The advanced features in instruments made it possible to improve the global monitoring system by applying:
The focus+context principle, which allows the user to explore particular instruments in more detail (using higher levels of detail) without loosing the overall context. The method implemented is a combination of a dimensional and
a spatial F+C method. The degree of interest can be explicitly set by the
user, or can be data driven, increasing the degree if some special, predefined
data state occurs.
3D Anchoring was used since our data originates from a 3D environment. Instruments are anchored on the 3D model, but special attention is taken when
instruments are projected to 2D screen space in order to make them always
visible.
Collision Avoidance was implemented using a physically based spring model.
This was necessary to avoid instrument overlapping. Overlapping can be
avoided only if the total instrument area is not larger than the total screen
area.
The methods described in this paper were implemented in two applications: a
placement prototype with F+C visualization and collision avoidance, and TTPView
3.0, as a commercial application, developed with the TTTech company [129],
which is used on a daily basis.
This paper shows how InfoViz techniques can be applied to process monitoring
and visualization. We did not try only to mimic the real instruments, but also to
enhance them, and the whole monitoring system, as well. As a result, a system
offering more information, using not much more screen space, and giving the user
more flexibility is realized.
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